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3 ·arres ted for rape
Students face felony, misdemeanor charges
By David Olson
Three UNH students were
arrested last Wednesday in
connection with sexual assault
that occurred on the fourth floor
of Stoke Hall during the early
morning of Friday, Feb. 20.
Dean of Students J. Gregg
Sanborn said the victim, a
- female student and a resident
of Stoke, was returning from
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity when
the incident occurred. According
to a Stoke resident who asked
to remain anonymous, the victim was intoxicated.
The victim then took the
elevator to the fourth floor.
"From what I was told, I
believe she did get off the
elevator and turn the wrong
. , way," towards the male wing
of the fourth floor, Sanborn said.

a

According to the Stoke resident,
the victim then walked into a
room where the assailants were
located.
,
Two male students, both 20
years old, were charged with
aggravated .felonious sexua'I
assault, a class A felony. They
were released on $5,000 personal recognizance bail, and will
appear in Durham District
Court on April 28.
The third student, a' 20-year.old male, was charged with
sexual assault, a misdemeanor.
He was released on $1,000 PR
bail, and will appear in court
on March 24.
. The Stoke resident said the
vic;:tim was casually acquainted
with her assailants, who lived
in a different wing on the same
floor.

The victim sought medical
attention at Hood House. She
was not admitted and had no
major injuries. The Stoke residem said the victim is "doing
well." She also said the victim
plans to press charges against
her alleged assailants.
According to the Durham
District Court c-lerk, no .complaints had been filed by UNH
Public Safety, so ' the names of
the alleged assailants were not
available. State law prevents
Public Safety from releasing
names of arrested students.
In addition to facing charges
in Durham District Court, Sanborn said "There will be judicial
a.ctiori taken on the part of the
University. An incid~nt report
has been filed."
·

USNH submits budget
Umbrellas littered dorm hallways as wet weather hit campus.
{Loreen Costello photo)

Fisk resign s,
joiris NASA
By Marla G. Smith

States gets the job he -is the most
Vice President for Res~arch gualifi~d for," Hersh said.
Fisk and Hersh have worked
and Financial Affairs Lennard
Fjsk has resigned to become as the University's only two vice
NASA's (National Aeronotics presidents sinceJune 1985.
"Obviously we have good
and Space Administration) associate administrator for space people here that are recognized
nationally . It reflects well on
science and applications.
Beginning April 6, Fisk will the University," Hersh said.
Carol Powers, administrative
lead all science programs at
NASA, in addition to unmanned assistant to Hersh for the past
space flights; sounding rocket two years, calls Fisk "innovative
programs and funding support and fair."
"It's o_bviously a great honor
for all universities. The annual
budget for these programs is for him," Powers said. "But it's
a tough thing when a man you
$1.5 billion.
.Fisk has worked a,t the Uni- ad,m ire has to leave." Powers
versity for over 10 years as an said she does not know who will
administrator, researcher and serve in the interim.
Fisks holds his doctorate from
teacher. Although Fisk has·
resigned from his administra~ - the University of California, San
tive position, he will be on a Diego. He arrived at th~ Unileave-of-absence from the Uni- versity in 1976 as a visiting
professor of physics. In 1977
versity faculty.
Before coming to UNH in Fisk became associate professor
1977, Fisk was associated with of physics and in 1981, became
the Goddard Space Flight Center _professor of_pb.y_sifs. _.
In 1984 Fisk_ 'Y~. named-·vice
for nine years.
Richard Hers,h, vice president p_resi_q_~nt for _r~seard~
of academic affairs, works- with nariciaT a1fa1rs: ·
With $6 million in space
Fisk every day. "It's a wonderful
opportunity for him, although science research in progress,
I'm losing a colleague,'' Hersh UNH ranks 10th among other
universities in the nation in the
said.
"It's not often that the most amount of funding for space
qualified person in the United science research.

By Frank Moore

number of New Hampshire state universities·· as examples
high school graduates going to of the cost-effec't iveness of the
University System of New
Hampshire (USNH) officials college, and pressures upon the USNH iristitutions.
have presented their 1988-1989 state's businesses and industries
According to Van Ummersen,
state appropriation budget of for a larger, better-educated the two-year financial plan
work force . . .
$lll.8 million, which exceeds the
approved· by the USNH Board
last bien9ial budg_e t1 by $28': ~ •
U,n _iversity sy~tem officials of Trustees proposes a raise of
miHion, to the New Hampshire .Van UmmeisJn, UNH Presi - nearly $12 million in needed
state legislature.
dent Gordon A. Haaland, Keene addi _tional income "through
The requested $-28.3 million State College ·President E. Cun- responsible increases in tuition
increase in state funding would ningham, Plymouth State Col- and from other non-state sourenable purchases of'modern lege President William]. Farrell ces, such as research grants,"
instructional equipment, streng- and School for Lifelong Learn - Van Ummersen said.
then campus library resources, ing Dean Alvin L. Hall submitNew Hampshire law requires
increase student financial aid ted the proposed budget -to the
that state funds may not be used
funds and make faculty and staff state legislature in a preliminary
to subsidize out -of -state stu salaries more competitive with hearing.
dents which results in increased
other colleges, business and
The House and 'senate Fituition rates for out-of-state
industry.
nance Committees will review
students.
"These initiatives were begun the bill making possible recom "Jnvesting in the state's pubby the legislature and the gov- mendations . The budget will
lic higher education system is
ernor two years ago tO streng- then be reviewed by Gov. Suan -investmeqt in New Hamp~
then, the quality and the diver- nunu before final approval.
sbire - in its people, its economy
sity of our state's higher Van Ummersen cited "the
and its future," Van U mmersen
education programs and servi- fact that New Hampshire 's
said. "That investment will give
ces," USNH Chancellor Claire public higher education systems
more New Hampshire people
Van, U mmersen said.
costs its taxpayers t·he least
·access to high-quality educationVan· Um mer sen attributed • among a-II s tates in the nation"
al opportunities, will maintain
the increase to record numbers and "the fact tha t pre-student
vital research activities and will
of applicatio . 1s received by costs at UNH are 19 percent
continue the wide i:ange of
USNH institutions this past below the average student costs
public services carried by these
year, a gradual increase in the among the other ~ew England
institutions."

·andt~

InsideThe student seriate passed a bill condemning
violent acts committed by students against
students. See Bryan Alexander's story, page
3. ·
Tom Aley and Bob-Durling join the staff as
cartoonisrs. See their work on pages 13 and
18.

This semester's room draw was located in Stok~ H~ll, and the lines were long, as usual. (Stu
Evans photo)
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Campaign trail 1988
'

Biden handles
media blitz

Babbitt campaign
rolls in Seacoast
By Robert Bosworth
Dressed in a navy blu.e suit,
white shirt and red, white and
blue tie, and sporting a desert
tan, he looked somewhat out of
place wal,king in the early morning sun towards his campaign
van p.arked outside an Exeter
radio station. Still, former Arizona governor and presidential
hopeful Bruce Babbitt is finding
his place among the other
democratic candidates. And the
ultimate spot Babbiq hopes to
find himself is in the White
House next year.
Campaigning throughout the
· SeacOast area last Friday, Babbitt, 48, discussed his impressive .
economic experience and his
stand on several issues, including the nation's economy and
U.S.involvement in Nicaragua. ,
Speaking on the economy,
Babbitt was quick to point· out
Arizona's economic growth
during his n_ine year tenure as
governor. The southwestern
state is currently the nation's
leader in new jobs, new companies and climate for development. While Arizona flourished, it improved its public
education system and ·instituted
a prepaid public health care
sy~tem. Also because of Babbitt's
leadership; Arizona now has
perhaps the most advanced
water management program in
the country.
Dealing with the state budget,
Babbitt introduced a modified
budgetary process by wh1ch
existing programs and expenditures were closely analyzed
to determine those that should
be continued.

It is this type of .leadership
that Babbitt hopes to bring to
the presidency.
"I want to step up and make
decisions to get this country
_m oving again, to reclaim America's leadership role. We are
losing our competitive edge,"
_
Babbitt said.
The former governor said his
number . one priority is the
economy, specifically the federal
and trade deficits.
"We are losing ground to
other countries. We need to
adopt measures to get us moving
again," he said.
Calling himself an "economic
manager," Babbitt said the
federal government should
spend less on the military and
increase domestic revenue by
being "more tough-minded on
social issues." He also said the
federal government should "set
social priorities" including better education and welfare pro·grams.
The former gove.r nor also
criticized President Reagan's
policies concerning the Irancontra affair and the collapse
of the Iceland Summit. ·
"By paying ransom for hostages, we have destroyed.our .
uedibility throughout the Middle East," he said. Speaking on
the failure in Iceland, Babbitt
said "We were within 100 yards
of the most monumentous agreement in history and Reagan walked away . That made me
very unhappy."
Babbitt said he does not
support aid to the Nicaraguan

BABBITT, page 6

for his particular audiences.
With these characteristics
In the lobby of Concord's state
legislative building, 25 journal- Biden attacked New Hampshire
ists were ready ,to question him. with his first serious campaign
Nine microphones attached to last week.
Art Splaine, who saw Biden
the podium waited to record his
words and three portable tel- at a buffet luncheon in Portsevision cameras sat anxiously mouth, said, 'Tl! try to meet all
the candidates. I'll 1meet them
on their owner's shoulders.
He was 25. minutes late, and as they come along."
The . lunch typified the close
the reporters were getting restless. A young assistant dressed contact a presidential candidate
in a tweed jacket, wearing wire- must have with New Hamprimmed glasses, announced Joe shire residents fo gain support.
The atmosphere was friendly
Biden was leaving the -State
-street and it felt like a Thanksgiving
House from across the
·
·
b
·
ld
Democratic presidential hope- anuJ wou soon e arnvmg.
dinm~r. Everyone knows each,
· · 1e· 1e·f t t h e other and is s·pending their time
fuls Bruce Babbitt (above) and · . A crow d o f peop
Joe Biden (below) were in ·r State House and crossed the finding out what has happened
st reet. This had to be him; he . in the past months. Biden, too,
N.H. last week.
was surrounded by five photo- felt part of the family; he
addressed people by their first
.
graphers.
He stood at the entrance to names, which he knew because
the building, brushed his hand of nametags.
After he gaVe a brief speech,
through his hair and straightened his jacket - he was ready and long after his assistants had .
to meet the New Hampshire retired to couches to rest, Biden
press. And the first words was still standing and talking
. SenatoT Biden of Delaware, to people.
The senator even had time
chairman of the Senate Judiciary
Committee and possible pre - · for New Hampshire reporters.
· sidential candidate said were, Reporters in Washington would
enjoy talking quietly and slowly
"Hi, I'm Gary Hart:"
with the chairman of one of the
• • •
He may be smarter and have most important Senate commitmore experience in Washing- tees, but they d ·n't. Tgis,,is-New
ton, but Biden is another :·great · - Hamps,hire; •'iih\l th'ings are
communicator." He is a great important here right now. ·
Biden .said New Hampshire
speaker, who can contro1 an
-residents_ar_e. interested in poaudience's emotibns very well.
He is good-looking, even .litics, "because of the size of the
though he has a bald spot. He state, rather t_h an the early
makes u,p for it with a Holly- primary. In no other state do .
wood smile; he is funny and people get to interview presi easily makes the audience laugh dential candida,tes."
with his stories and quick remarks. He plans his speeches BIDEN, page 6

By Peter A. Katz

NEWS IN
Reagan denies error ·
President Reagan is scheduled to address the
nation on Wednesday in a nationally televised-s-peech
in response to the Tower Commission's report.
But one of Reagan's closest advisers, Paul Laxalt,
a former Republican senator from Nevada, said
Sunday that he has not been ·able to persuade the
Ptesident to announce publicly that he has made
mistake,s in his Iran dealings and traded arms for
hostages, ac~ording to the Tower Commission's
report . .
Laxalt said he would like the President to admit
to his mistakes in order to revive the presidency.
Robert Dole, of Kansas, the senate min'o rity
leader, said he too, tried to persuade Reagan that
he should admit he had made a mistake.
However, both Dole and Laxalt do not believe
Reagan will change his mind. 1

Celtics hit 2000th win ·
When the Celtics triumphed over the Detroit
Pistons .112-102, it also sparked the 2000th alltime, regular season victo-ry for the Celts in the
41-year history of the franchise.
Coach K.C. Jones carried a personal record of
389-160 into this game. He was also 9-0 at home
against Detroit.

J\greeinent for arms
offer readied
On Sunday, a proposed agree_ment was drafted
for submission this week tq Soviet negotiators in
·
·
Geneva.
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev implied his
readiness to agree to remove the Soviet and U.S.
medium-range nuclear missiles from Europe within
·
five yea~.
Detailed comment is pending ·after study· the
offer which Gorbachev put forward Saturday in
Moscow. But the United States will seek to retain
its short-range missiles in western Europe. The
U.S. will also insist that any agreement on mediumrange rockets . contain verifiable safeguards against
.
·
cheating.
As of yesterday, the Associated Press reported
that the U.S. delegation at Geneva, headed by Max
M. Kampelman may have pres-ented a text of a
proposed treaty at a special session.
. Sen. William S. Cohen CR-Maine) appearing on
CBS News "Face the Nation," said, "The first thing
· we should do, is to consult very closely with our
allies ... and then to proce~d with a decision that
is our best national security interest and that of
our allies."

of

Italy's teenagers
strive to conform .
Recently two teenagers were robbed at knife point,
not for their money, but for their new, prized, goosedo~n jackets . These Moncier jackets run at $275
a piece.
· Along with several other brand name items, a
Moncier jacket is a status symbol for teenagers ·in
Italy and some sociologists are _referring to this
phenomena as a new group conformism. "It's the
worst kind of conformism, the kiri-d that's based
on a defensive need to reject anything and anyone
that's different," says Franco Ferrarotti, a Rome .
·University sociologist.
Some of the items Italian teenagers include in
their. list of "the in things" include a $46 pair of
Levi 501 button fly jeans, a $195 Henry Lloyd shiny
waterproof jacket and a $15 5 Marina yachting
sweater.
On their list .of acceptable attire i's Armani,
Valentino or Coveri Jeans, Millet or Ciesse down
jackets, Clarke's desert boots, La Coste shirts or
sweaters, Swatches or Hip-Hop Watches.
_Some observers say that Italian teenagers are
merely adopting, at a younger-than-ever age, a
typecaste of older Italian adults who dress nicely
and own material goods.
Friends conform, teenagers say, "in order not ·
tO be criticized." But' when one teenager was asked
when she might wear a skirt, ( not readily seen on
young female adolescents in Italy) she replied, "Oh,
the class will decide together."
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Senate approves fee hikes
By Bryan. Alexander
Along with a small hike in
tuition, students can ·expect
sizable increases in fees next
semester, after three administrative budgets passed through
the student senate Sunday night.
The senate agreed to a $15
increase in the Memorial Union
fee for-riext semester, and a $17
hike in the Health Services fee.
These fees will come to $95 and
$ 163 respectively-. The senate
also passec;i the proposed Student Services fee, which remains
at $24.
T he additional $1 5 for the·
, MUB fe~, will b_ting the tot~)
allotment of student money
fr6m $828,640 to $926,250.
From this $74,S-00 is going
towards major renovations to
the MUB.
Not included in -this line .item,
is · $69,662 gain to the reserves
which brings the reserve balance
up to $134,S-99. This money will
be spent on repairs to the MOB
roof unless . some unforseen
problem arises which would
demand the funds, said. MUB
Director eff Onore.

Onore blamed past senate and
MUB govenors terms for the
poor stat--e of the MUB. He said
their priorities were keeping
the MUB fee low at the expense
of the building.
"In the past it has been the
interest of the MUB board and
the senate tO keep the fee
down,'' said Onore. "I think that
was short sighted."
''Because of that the MUB is
falling in disarray," said MUB
Governor Scot John Robidoux.
Onore insisted the work
planned on the MUB is necessary and not a waste of student's
money.
"No one's asking for funny
happy little projects," said
Onore, ·'we're asking for essential things."
In a letter to the senate, Onore
laid out the uses for the money.
The largest improvements,
$32,500 worth, will be funneled
into the Food Service Program
in the MUB according to the
letter.
This money will complete the
renovation program started last
year. It will rovide new counter

~--------.. :--------------.

space, serving equipment, storage cabinets, beverage· counter,
and a frappe mixer. .
Onore reque_sted $25,000 to
repair the flooring on the top
level of the MUB. Repairs on
this level are needed to "correct
aesthetic and safety problems,"
according to the letter.
Two MUB rooms have also
been targeted for $17,000 worth
of improvement. The Strafford
Room will have its floor repaired and the Coos Room will
receive new . flooring, furniture,
and curtains.
The budget als o contains
funds for a new scheduling
computer ($10,000), a: ticket
office cash register ($2,500),
and a raise for Memorial Union
workers from $3.75 to $4.00 per
hour.
Robidoux said there is the
need for much more money for
renovations, but to ask for any
more than a $ 15 hike would be
unfair to the students.
"We feel if we raised it any
more it would be an overinfringemen t on the students," said
Robidoux.
Other improvements Onore
discussed for the future are new
carpeting at the doorway costing
$75,000, and ·improvments to
the Chesire, Durham, and Caroll
Belknap Rooms.
"These rooms are obviously
in crying need also," Onore said.
When questioned about the
MUB's former priority of find ing new chairs for the Strafford
room, On-o re said the project
had been put oh the back burner.
He said ·thef had researched the
problem extensively and had
not found a chair which was
comfortable, stackable, and inexpensiy~.
0-nore said the closest chair
they found, which would pro vide a "10 percent increase in
comfort," cost about $100

a

Student Body President Jay Ablondi. (Bryan Alexander photo)
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Green sees opportunity
By Julie McDonald
Choosing a director for the
new Humanities Center will n·ot
be easy, and after Carol Hurd
Green, one of the five finalists
for the position, lectured Thursday, the decision got even
tougher.
/
Associate Dean of Arts and
Sciences at Boston College, ·coeditor of Notable American
Women: The Modern Period
and inter.discip_linai;y scholar,
.Green sees the center "as an
integrated force at the U niversity, ope that should maintain
the legacy of scholarship."
Quoting such contemporary
poets as Alice Walker, Maxine
Kumin and Seamus Heaney,
Green interwove their philosophies with her own desire to
"transcend disciplinary boundaries and to ask those grander
questions." ·
Green spoke to an audience
of 5"0 faculty and staff, stating ·
her belief that a Humanities
Center at UNH would offer
endless opportunities for everyone involved.
".A reinvigoration of faculty
through contact with a whole
range of self-rene-w_ing experiences will occur," she said.
"This will inevitably affect the
undergraduate experience."
One of the most important _

aspects of the director's position
wiU be developmental, and as
a board member of the Massachusetts Foundation tor the
Humanities and Public Policy,
Green has acquired experience
in grant reviews and in the
establishment of humanities
initiatives.

"I sense a tremendous
excitement at UNH,"
Green said, "and such an
opportunity for growth."

Recently, she has been appointed to the steering committee of -a Ford Foundation project
to integrate scholarship on
.women and gender into the
curriculum of 14 participating
institutions.
"I sense a tremendous excitement at UNH," Green said,
"and such an opportunity for
growth."
Her "Visions of the Humanities" theme lectured on by all
the candidates, offered ideas for
several programs, ones that
would not only· attract prospec-

Student Body V ice President Bar bara Cerreta. (Stu Evans file
photo)

Senate condemns
sexual violence
By Bryan Alexander
In response to the recent
news of sexually related violence
on campus, the student senate
passed a bill condemning the
violators at the senate meeting
Sunday night.
Academic Chairperson Charles Jones, prepared the bill after
a report listed in Friday's Union
Leader and broadcasts over local
radio stations reported the rape
of a UNH female.

tion saying 'I don't like what
you're doing,' "said Jones.
"Students are adults and they
must take part in the condemning of deliquint students," said
Student Body Vice President
Barbara Cerreta.
Jon~s said the bill also served
as a support group to the victims
of these attacks. He said the bill
encourages the victim ·to report
the crime and tO prosecute to
the fullest extent.

"It is our duty and responsibility
to speak out against violent acts,"
Jones said.
"A resolution of this nature
is long overdue," said Jones·.
"The number of reported vio lent acts on this ca m pus this
academic•year is shocking, yet
not once has the representative
• body of students acknowledged
this alarming fact."
Jones said it was imperative
to make an official statement
from the represenative body of
the students.
"It is our duty and responsi bility to speak out against
violent acts," said Jones.
Jones said the bill would serve
three purposes. The first ·is
showing students deplore these
acts of other students. He said
peer disapproval may be just
as strong as official restrictions . .
"It's not like the admin.istra-

a

The bill _also conveys message to studen-ts that this vio lence is an "alarming" problem
on campus, said Jones.
Health and Human Resources Chairperson Stephenie Norton said this is important because _many students are kept
from knowing this information.
Norton said she was alarmed
many student leaders had to find
the information of the rape over
the ·r adio ·rather than from the
-administration. She said because
the administration doesn't inform the students, the student
leaders had better do the job.
"Our administration seems
to avoid telling us these things,"
said Norton. "I don't know if
it's to k~ p UNH's image clean
7
or what.

rive graduate students, but also
programs that W()uld reach out
to teachers statewide in an effort
to improve ~he quality of their
profession.
"I have an enormous concern
with the_condition of teaching
today, particularly in secondary
schools. A center like this could
benefit so many," she said.
Dr. David Andrew, head of
the search committee whose - .
leered the final five candidates,
was pleased with Green's philosophy that people are "liberated by humanities," and saw
the sole woman finalist as a
"consid~red, intelligent speaker
who thought, through the role
of a humanities director."
"The director will participate
in fostering coherence," Andrew
said . ''Too often the gene_ral _
education requirements can
· sometimes be too focused and
they may not participate in
shared concerns."
With the aid of a center,
Andrew and everyone involved
hopes to erase this discrepancy.
The final candidate, Andrew
McLean, professor of English
and the humanities at the University of Washington, Parkside, will lecture Tuesday, March
3 in Murkland 112 at 4 p.m. Members of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity handing out bids
Everyone is welcome to attend . .irt ihe,MUBJast.week .. (S.tu Evans photo) .
and offer their opinions.
0
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ON THE SPOT
Do you think the Cat's

Clos et in the ·MUB shou ld
sell cond oms?

nyes I do - because this
campus is obviously sexually active. The latest
research has proven tha~
condoms help prevent the
, spread of AIDS"
Dan Dittmeier
Senior
Political Science-

nYes,lf people don't get
them here they will get them
somewhere else. UNH
should promote responsibility among the students. "
Cathy Marlar
, Junior
Communications

n1 don't see why they
· should ·sell them when they
are available from othe·r .
· stores in Durham."
Laura Cochrane
Junior
French

,·

I

nsure~ you have to make
it available to students if
you expect them to be
responsible abo-u t birth
control. "
David Riedell Junior
Economics
,, ,·,

'

I
,,-i:

,

,

he time.JO apply forthe ·posi
avai{able at the
·QFund ;Orga,:1.i ia
Progrp
-

,

.J'.·-

MA NA
lNA T

.and

;(
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Student fast;hungry for peace ·CALENDAR
.By Cindy Mathieson

of students. Faculty members Tompkins.
The week-long fasting period at UNH contributed in a dif- · , According to Thompkins, the
which 15 UNH student ferent way by donating approx- situation in Nicaragua is similar
members of the Committee on imately $150 to the p~ace effort.
to Vietnam since it is in the
Central America (COCA) and
After fasting for five days, midd1e of an unwanted w;u.
the Coalition for Disarmament Louise Proctor ended her pro- "Reagan is just lying right
and Peace (CDP) took part in test by eating yogurt. "Basically through his teeth," Tompkins
came to an -end yesterday with we (U.S.) are causing the war, said.
.
a breaking of the bread cerem- the people don't want it,"
According to Tompkins,
ony in· the MUB Pub. Contri- Proctor said.
there is torturing', raping, killing
butions made by sympathetic
Proctor said· she has gained and burning in Nicaragua. 'Tm
studen.ts and staff helped make some insight on how people in dizzy after four days. They
up a $-350 check whi_c h was Nicaragua feel. The second day expect people who have been
· presented to Arnie Alpert of · of her fast, when she felt nause- living on rice and beans to pick
the American Friends' Service ous, was the hardesJ. According up weapons and defend themCommittee (AFSC).
to Proctor, this and more ad- selves.?"
According to one student who vanced states of hunger· are
In an effort to increase aware· fasted, Thom Mond, the AFSC experiences which Nicaraguans ness on t-he war in Central
will pm-this check and a second are forced to feel because the . America, Mond asked Durham
one raised from donations to- . contras are using their farming church ministers and priests to
ward their Quest for Peace. In :· fields for .battle fields.
pass around a collection plate
an attempt to match the $100
For Tompkins, her four-day Sunday in behalf of the Central
million which Congress funded fast was an exercise in aware- American Peace Cause.
the Nicaragua contras in 1986, ness for herself as well as for
After having survived on
the Quest for Peace- would -curious onlookers. "I learned liquids such as tea and juice for
donate. money for ~ivilian food a lot in the last four days being five days, Mond said "My spirit
and medical aid, Mond said.
. hungry," Tompkins sai9.
is much higher and much healthMond said he fasted fot about
"! appr_e ciated the fact that ier." He ~aid the fast brought
five days to present ai-i extreme I know where I can get food." about a very positive effect on
to UNH people. He added that The people in Nicaragua can his 9wn life as well as raising
his extreme method of protest barely get food on the table said awareness on campus.
is· equivalent to the · extreme
American poliey toward Central
The New Hampshire (USPS 379-280) is publis~ed and distribu~ed semi- ·
America.
·
weekly ,chrougho,u the academic year. Our offices are locatec!!n R~om
"I have to express some kind
151 of the Memorial Union Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. '03824. Bus-mes§'
. Offi~e ho,m: Monday - F'rida:y IO am - 2 pm. A<::-ademic year s~bscription:
of responsibility for this war,"
\ 24.00.Third class postage paid at Durham, NH 038_24. A~v~msers should
Mond said. He sai.d other stu· check their ads the first day. The New Hampshu~ w1ll.1~ no case be
dents around the country, in·responsible for typograph•-:al or other errors, but will reprm~ that _p~rt
cluding 30 Dartmouth students,
of an advertisement in which-a typographical error appears, 1f nottf~ed
; immediately. POSTMASTER: send address changes to The New Hampsh,re,
fasted last week in ·observance
151 MUB, ,UNH, Durham, NH 03824 . LQ,000 c.o pies printed per issue
of National S.tudent Fast Week
by lotfma/ Tribune Biddeford, Maine.
to show their support for the
peace effort in Central America.
Dartmouthfast organizer
Chris Benner sa.i d his group
hoped to raise $300-0 for the
-oxfam-·s~pons-ored "Too.ls for
Justice & Peace" and the
''.Science for the People" educational exchange .between Nicaraguan universities and _Dartmouth.
'
According to a story in. the
· Dartmouth college t1ewspaper,
j
Dartmouth Dean Edward Sh~n- ~
ahan fa~ted last week "on behalf
of Peace in Central Amer'ica."
Shan_a han sai9 it · was for personal reasons, not political ones.
Also, · between five and ten
facul-ty Dartmouth members
fasted last week.
Software for
Send $t.50 for
POSE
Unlike the core group of
the ·28 page
IBtvf PC Compatibles
28 Belknap St.
CATALOG To:
people fasting at Dartmmouth,
Zenith, A T&:r etc ...
Dover. NH
the UNH core group consisted

TUESDAY, MARCH 3
Women's History Program-"Taking Women Seriously in
· the University," CANCELLED. Replaced by a play performed
by Generic Theater. "Tissue," about a young woman coming
to terms with her body and identity aftt;r a mastectomy. Forum
Room, Lihrary, 12:30-2.p.m.
·
Women's History Program-lectures: "History of Women
in Sports," 2-3 p.m. and-"Role Conflicts of Women Athletes,"
and Film: "Beauty Knows No. P-ain," 3-4 p.m. Hillsborough/Sullivan Room,-MUB.
·
Fre.nch/ltalian Film-"State of Siege (Etat de Siege)," Room
303, James, 3:30 p.m.
.
Women's History Program-Films: "Miles to Go," 4:30-6:30
p.m ., Hillsborough/ Sullivan Room, second show: 9-10:30
p.m:, Strafford Room, and "Born in Flames," 7-8:30 p.m.,
Strafford Room, MUB.
•
•.
·
Amnesty International Discussion-"Afghanistan and Human
Rights, · Mr. Rahimi, from Afghan1sta.n with The Free
Afghanistan Alliance out of Cambridge. Room 128, Hamilton
Smith, 7 p.m.
·
Rock 'a nd Roll: A Search for God-A rt1ajor audio-visual
pres~ntatio_~ that examines the spiritual roots of contemporary
mu.sic. Grarnte State Room, MUB, 7:30 p.m., free. A,H weko~e.
Celebrity Series-T_he Guthrie Theater in "~andida," Jo~rison
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
_
·
.

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 3

~

Women's History Program-Lectures: "Women ·in Scienc~,"
noon-2 p.m. "By A Lady of New Hampshire: New Hampsh1re
Women as Innovators in American Literature,'' 2-3 p.m., .
-"Sharing the Loss of a Child: Speaking Across Boundariest
3-4 p.m ., "M;arginal Lives: Irish Im111igrant Domestic
Workers," 4~6 p .m., J-Iillsborough/Sullivan Room, MUB.
French/Italian Film-"State of Siege (Etat cie Siege)'' Room
110, Murkland, 7 p.m.
.·
· .
'

· re! !

Corn

TO

I

SPEND

ONEY

but only ~
a
disk fulL ...
,_ofgreat
·$
p·rograms( $

'

Women's History Program-Keynote speaker, Shirley Chisholm, former congresswo,1;1an a~d presidential candidate. "Of Course Women Dare. Grarnte State Room, MUB, 79:30 p.m.
c?

Faculty Concert Series-Richa~d Vanstone, violin; Ru-th
Edwards; piano; Larry Veal, cello; and others. Bratton Recital
Hall, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
-

THURSDAY, MARCH 5
Women's History Program-Panel Discussion: "W·omen in
Politics," noon to- 1:30 p.m. and Lectures: "Women in the
·Military," 1:30-~ p.m. and "Wh_en Battered Women Kill;"
2:30:-4:30 p.m.1-!illsborough/SullivaQ Room, M_UB.
Women's Hi-story Program-Lectures: "Black Women a.nd ·
White JVomen," ?-6:30 p.m. and "Free, But _Not Equal,'''
7-9 p.m., Forum, Library.
•'

Latin American Film Series-"The Mothers of.Plaza De Mayo."
A powerful documentary about mothers who joined together
~o aemand_ answers about the disappearance of 30,000 ~l-itl~-ren
m Argentma between 1975-79. Murkland Hall Audttonum,
7 p.m .., $1.
.
..
·MUSO Film-"Kiss of the Spider WoIIlan." Strafford Room,
MUB, 7 ·a~d 9:30 p.m., students $1, general$2.
Celebrity Series-North Ca.r olina Dance Theater, Johns,on
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m.
·
.·
·
MUB PUB-"-The Now Sound Express, 9 p.m .

. is only 2 weeks away
\ FRIDAY, MARCH 6
Women's History Program-Panel Discussion: "~~me~ at
UNH: Then and Now," noon to 2 p.m. an<;I Lecture: Htsto~ICal
Pe_rspectives of Childbirth," 2-5 p.m. Hdlsborough/ Sullivan
Room,MUB.
·
New HampshirtJntetnational Seminar -"Politics_an~ th~ - International Women's Movement: The Ca~e of_Ziomsm . .
Presented by Dr. Naomi Chazan,Harvard Urnvers1ty. Alumrn
Center, 4 p.m.
Women's History Progrnm-Discussio':1: "~omen in th~ .
Community: Then and Now." 5-7 p.m. Film: Holy Terror,.
7-9:30 p.m\, Forum Room, Librarr.
· ·
., .
.

sportswear at
already low prices·

Men's Ho~key-vs. Northeastern, Snively,' 7:30 p.in._
American College Dance Festival-Johnson Theater~ Paul
· Arts;8 p.m.

·..· rr--sh~'J

· MUSO -Film~"The, Fly." MOB PUB, 8 and 10 p.m., students
$2, general $3.
·

~~,vv,Rfl,.. .
·[

Downtown Durham
'

'')'

CALENDAR INFORMATION MUST BE SUBMITTEoiro
· THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MU,B.
. (Obs~rve d~~~li1;1~s on proper forms)
·
· ·. ·.
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ia.-----••·•'- -•·....·.."•· !I. ·• •· •·- •·~·'~-----------------111!!1111-•---.rJ,...\,q:n}ri
Uietd·~tb,;:;t;;~:
contras 'drives the ·saridinisias
at

over

DA y CAMP\com,fSELORSWANiJ;:EIJ,,:cC,oµn. selo~s needed f<>i _U NI--fC~mp. Wikicai, ' a day 'camp
for children, g·rades 1~6. ·Jµne 22-,Au,g:us,t], ~:},9
CHEMISTRY .LECTURE SERIES: .Sp6nsc,>red by
a.m.A p.m .. weekdays only (Week qf.June.i~ is
training:) ;:Posir'iops.: ·g<:neral co.ur;iselqrs?_lifegu~\~~; .,, . _.Chemistry Dept .. '. 'Radon removal frc)m.g,rou.8dwater
.supplies inj New Hampshire," by Nancy Ki.oner,
and specialists in arts & crafts, nature _and sp<.)rts.
UNH Civi,I Er:igineering Dept. Tµ:(:sd~y.:Mar:ch
Must be 18+ years and .previous experience working
10, Robrn !--1 o:;, Parsons, (1 a':rri._' tc) · 12j6 p ~~11.
lwith children. Dept . of Rec: Spe>rts; nd.w taking
Free and oRen to the public.
·
· .'
applications. RQ,(>m 15 I; Field House. lhf~lrhlatioh:
862-2031.
.
.
. .
.
MUSICAL POTLUCK: S·ponsored by Non Traditional
s.wd~_nr ~_emer::>· 8ting:·i-n~:n:1,nrie1H.S, ,.
'
INTRAMURAL OFFICIALS NEEDED: ' Officials
voices, or ~in;iply an enjoym~nt of music! Bring
needed for hall ht>ekey and 5 on 5 basketball for ·
· sorne fo.o d .to •! shar~e; beverages will be prqvided.
men & women. Clinics on Monday; March 9, Room
Kids are welcpme. Wednesday, March 1-1, Under38, Field Hc)U-se. Hall Hockey Clinic, 4 p.m. and
wood House. ~ 30-8 p.m.
·
Bas_ketb?,ll ,<;}inic ~t 6 p.m . I~~ormation: 862~2038. .
•:,

I·. •·•

MT. CHOCORUA AND RO~ES COURSE: Sponsored by NH Outing Club. Weekend of April 1012 for $25 .. Sign up in Room 129, MUB. No
expe'rience n;e<essa-ry. ' ,
/ - ·.
. ,,

·

.

-~--

•

··,

,.

·

a

i

:~,~~-~~•_,,,,

- ·

He.~aid Delaware was similar,
because'rher~ ·is ·:,;hands,-on''
campa,igni'ng. · _._M_9 H,people call
we Joe, 1n_qt .·..~ent1tor'. _in Dela~
ware.',' · _.
. ,,
. .
.
Bid:en has v.ery goo,q chance
to be ; presiq~nt. ~ith his ;good

.

,,:M

,

(conti(i!-1ed fro,~ page 2)

iook;, ' big' smile and gr.eat
speechq.\ he will be perfecdor
STRESS, PR-;ESSURES, RELAX A TIGN·,· 'A ND '.
television commercials, which
· .COPING STI\ATEGIES,: Experimental workshop
. allowing participants to explore various relaxation
are needed in big states like ~ew ..
tec)rniques an;d practic_e individual coping skills .
York and California .. He has
COMPUTER SERVICES
Tuesday, Marc;:h
_?i,-Sacke_
t t House,
-7 p.tn
,-~-. ·
·'· • / . :~ already' sho\vtfhe dGeS wen in
t ; ;
. ., .
• . .
i~ ,._' •
Non-credit ,C<>urses for a nominal fee are list~d '
s111aller-states.
below~ Registration. is required . Use Compµter
WOMAN AND SELF IMAGE: ,The: pr(tss.0(.e is
Services Trnining Menu for -online registration
o_r:1,'for wornen:to be picture perfect, smart, creative,
or call 3667 or stop by Room 2E,.Stoke Ha:ll Clustec _ professional. et<!: .. etc. .. @te:-:. Do you ltve~up•t<.vthese
All courses are held in Stoke Cluster Classroom
standards? Come explore,your feelings and opinions
unless otherwise.specified.
. .. , abo~•t women and socieq1J e~pectatiop~,, J:h9.rsday, _
.'
,·,'•
>e.,_i,:
..,._ ...
·Ma,_rch. ~~-'1-, )rd·-flot);f~·.'~St6.ke'~7 -P~rn:v':-.
~
<: ----, -~10'7>2D·A 'fA 'BASE MANAGEMENT SYS'TEM:
DONT LET STRESS GET THE BEST OF YOU;,
This C<>urse explains the System 1032 Data Base
-Manag~rrie,;_1_t pi.;pgra_rp available, qn ~h!: V 1X-V MS ,. , Overview ~pd discussion o(str.e ssJ.stresspr-s and .
systems. P:ar,ticipa~Is;_ are taught hov..: to add\ deJet.e · ;: th_ei.r _e;·f fe\fs (~n\ m.~ nfaljphysjql ~eq(itO\,a)()(n~,;,Vfl~h
v~rtqus, cpprn,g _skills, rdax·attot) .. tfE-i)p1qµes,
and m()di,tY"'iq.fq!}i'natidn. Pr¢,requisii:e: VAX VMS
strategt·e s· a-nd t11ne rr~anagemen r:·· Wed'.h e·sday,
and ·uridfrstihding of ah editor. Monday, March
Marsh 4, Sawyer, 7 p.m . .
9 and Wednesday, March 11, 9-rn>or-1, . .
.
.

·· ~-·

-----------B,1 0·.. EN. -----------■

:

HEALTH

ago, Babbitt and

his orgdnizarion_conductecLthe
~losecrn Mpssow.''. H :e added
sipgle most succes'sfol pre~iden~
that th<;JJ...S . should .recognjze
€Jal funaraiset,in history, raising
.the Sand)qi,s ta regj1,w e, but ,
$'I iriil.lfoti. · · . ' - - sh()uld_::r,e.U ,them.if Nicaragua :,.. , ·And 'w hile·· other de1nocrntic
~ecomis .ajoyie~ satel_lit~,. we'll •· cdh-~en:der.s : inay ·agree with
._ mterve.n,e: .,B'\bp1t.t als0Sqld the . ,, 13·abbitt on' some issues, fev,,;-; if
U.S. -~·houl9, .sign defens~ya~ts · ar:iY, car\ chaJ'lenge Babbitt's
.a nd -!ay 9?':"n the rules WJth . sttbri.g· ecbnofriic peifofrrf~·oce.
other counme:,. _: _ : _ .. .
.,. ·.•_·As' B'abbitt >c<>ntfoue~ his
_ Babbin understands .he is not - jd~1rhey, he' inight ·find 'his
a hmiS'ehold ·.name but he does .·· pr6mised Jand .siQce there ~is no
- . :h~ve _)~~Hl)e_th1?~: that sc?rne san~ ; telling whe:r e 'inori'ey and ex'pe, didates desperately need: mo - ' . rieric~- ec:tn lea'q : s01ni:one today . .

PIZZA LUNCJ:l.E~: .Join ,other non~naditional
students for piw.J on.Frid_ays ~he'.Non.~Traditional
Student Center for $.J .per slice· fronl nooo to 1 p.m.
Information : 862-%47 . ·
; •. · '
·
·

ATHLETICS AND RECREATION

fr::/;::, ~eeks

,·:;~·c .

,,

0

0

MEETINGS
LOTUS l-2-3 FOR FACULTY: Course geared
toward faculty usage of LOTUS 1.-2-3. Ii: will include
a general introduction along with a discussion on · . COAUTION FOR DISARMAMENT AND PEACE
; -~~ETI.N GS:. D_iscu~sion of rbe . issues and organgi'ving class assignments using 1-2-3 in. the
lZ_l_~_g of_educ_
~~JO_q~l ev~nts; -rallies and petition
DISCovery clusters. Prerequisite: Familiar with
your Micro. Monday, March 9 and Wednesday, ., dnves. :-Wedpe~_~ays-; H11!-s90rou·gh Rooin., ·MUB,
. _'. 7 p.1~· }9Pep _to aIJ -~t_µ:o_.e nt•s " a)1d community
March l l, 2-4:30 P:rh. .
.
· member.s-. ',-.
·'"'l , . · s.
· •.
· .
:

I

. . ::,

GENERAL
'r.

, ·•

'\. :-•,

~-',:,"',..:,""'

'

A.l~~EC MEETING.; AIES~C is an internation+il · <

.

. ~s~1WEDN1?~QA y sr;,!-l VICE: ·A~ _in,~_e,,r,d~igp:~, ,:,:,h· 6-~,~~ne:sst'ct~~~~ ~f ~;,.~.a niz:,~)<,?.~~.:~, oper:Vr .?~11:1. 65 ;/~:,
10at109al s~rvlce~sponso~ed. by U.N.H. Chaplams. ';' C(}Uf~tnet, ~mun,~ ,rhe ,rorld. )~ .e p ffe1:,:eta1tiershws, '
Begin t b.t L~_n ten season in prayer. Wednesday,
trave.l,, ,buSmess exp~rie~c~},~dJun . .h.n_d out tJ1ore
March 4,-Stp~fford Room, MUB, npon.
~u · our ne~t -meet mg . .T .h·urs1day~, Room }1.2,
__ ,
·
McConnell, 7 p.m.
· .,.,,
":: _·r ,,
. ·
FILM-"BROKEN ·RAINBOW_": -S-punsored by
Indian Relocation Assoc. Funded by PFO. Ac.a demy
award winning documentary presenting the
relocation of the Navajo and Hopi Indian~ from
the Big Mt. Arizona reservation . .Discussion to
follow with Bob Gustafson, a Mohawk. Indian. _
Sunday, March 8, Strafford Room., MUB,2-4:30
p,m.

~

•

C E NTE R

_,.

(IN"' .

,.=•·•
••

l
[

·see the Franklin aerobic instructors

;
•
:
••

in. the lat~st line of aerobic wear

Saturday March 7, 2 :00 at ·

13 Jenkins Ct. _

--·;
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NH 6'3824
868-110'5 .
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EGGS ROCKPORT ... ;·..................... . .... S5.95 .
Two eggs po~~hed on English muffins with Lobster. Canadian bacon and
topped° with Bernaise sauce.

STEAK & EGGS ..· ....... '. ..................... S7. 95
Petite sirloin and two eggs your way.
SUNDAY OMELETTE Pl~in ••••••••••••••••••••••••
or creale your own each additional filling •••••••••••••••••••••
Vermont Sharp Cheddar. Parmesan . Hot Peppers. Sour Cream, Primo Salsa,
Hot Mexican Spi.c ed Beef and Pork. Guacamole. Green Onions.

The Oyster Club
421 Central Ave.
Dover

•

:

· •

.

Two poached eggs on a bed of fresh spinach served on l!n English .muffin with
fresh Hollandaise sauce.
,
.

The Oys,t er Club
164 Middle St.
Portland, ME

.

$2.85

S .40

The Oyster Club
Main St,
Wolfeboro ·

Seeks to' adopt infant into
their ' loving. and nurturing
home. W .i ll pay all medical
and · legal expen·s es. Please
contact our_a_ttotney, James
J. ~Bianco,Jr. 143.,N~ Main St.,

.
_,__
.•
..•........ .................. .................•.......... ..•..•..•.....•.., .·,_c·oricord, NH 03301 ·
••
•;

~ ~

EGGS FWRENTINE ........................ . ... $4.95

••
•
:
••
:
••

fiashion show

:

)

:

=
•

W'.,.

invite you to ,enjoy an aftern~on .

:i•

.

-.

L
·t:hMno/ i · ,.
~----~t?r .. ·Professional Co.uple

•

:
•••
:
••

)

Two poached eggs on English muffins with ham and fresh Hollandaise sauce. -

••••••••••••••••••••
•••••••••• ••••••••••••••••
•••••••• • •• • ••·•••••• •• ••■
•
-

t

-

~

'

·u

1

(P~

.

CHAMPAGNE COCKTAIL or MIMOSA . ..... ·........ S .50
HANGOVER BWODY MARY ..... ·................ Sl.25
BWODY MARIA !tequila) •••••••••••••••••••••••••• S 1.50
SUICIDE BWODYS ......... : -. ': ........ .' ....... $2.50
EGGS BENEDICT ................... . ...... ..... S4. 95

· ITIES, ROQM 322, MUB. (Observe deadlines
on proper forms)

i

.

C ·r1 ·A M P A G .N E
.,.S N D A·Y BRUNCl-1

MEifr-

COMMiTTEE' ON CENTRAL AMERlc=:iV
IN G: How can the U.S. student rtl()Vemertt help
Central Americans? Forgotten wars . in El Salvador
and Guatemala. New England Central ·American
S.tudeht _Coordioa·tor Doug Calvin will speak . .
Tuesday,' March :i.:Merriqiqck Room, MUB~6 p.m. ·

· BAHAMA -BLAST TRIP MEETING: Sponsored
· by NH Outir1g Club. Wednesday, March 4, HillsOBJECTIVE EXAM PREPARATION AND
borough Room, MUB, 7 p.rri.
STRATEGJES WORKSHOP: Sponsored by NonTraditional Student Center and presented by T ASk
MEDI EV AL RECREATION CLUB' MEETING:
Center. Workshop will teach students how to
To discuss costuming, plans for Medieval Feast
prepare for and take multiple choice and true-false
and Quest, trip to crown tourney, rned~eval movies,
exams. Monday, I-,,faich _9, Underwood.House, 3"
dancing. Tuesday, March 10'. Place and time to be
4 p.m. Information: 862-3647..
announced. New members wanted and welcomed. ·

· NOTiCE INFORMATION MUST BESUBMITTED TO THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIV-
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Senate Briefs···

_Bryan Alexander s~id faculty members expressed the senate concerning support
Members of the Residential an interest in meeting with for the University of E~ Salva· iife council ofthe student senate ·students but they. were I)0t sure dor, said Senator Sapre Clark.
will be asking students in the how they would be received.
She said this bill was put togethdining haJls and the MUB today
• "They (the faculty) weren't . er with Kristy Markey from the
and tommorrow their opinions · sure if students wanted them Committee On Central America '
of the proposed snack bar due · t'her-e," said 'Welk- ''' This is a · in · the hopes o_f aiding ·_ the
to be bu,ilt under Sti!J.ings BaH.
key way of showing them ·we troubled Central American uni-·· The Dining Seryices R~serve want them there." . .
verity.
Account .allocated $200,000 for
A bill _will _be appe~ring before .
the concept of the snack
bar/convenience store. ·Although the primary concern of .
the facility will be "take-out" ·
order,s, ,the facili.ty w.ill .s.e at 30
people, said senator Chris
PoJlet.
·
Pollet said . the council is
looking to s·e e if students are
(603) 669~6447
interested in the concept, and
to see if receive foedback
Academic Council Chairperson Charles Jones reported that
-Word Processing •
Transcription
his committee is looking iQto
a proposal which will allow
:purham, New Hampshire
·
stud~nts g~eater freedom to
·practise religion. He said cur,rently many students are forced
to take exams on religious
holidays, thus restricting their
ability to take part in the
. . holiday.
.
_· Jones said the bi11 would deal
with allowing students to re- :,
. ·schedule the· exams with the · ·
professor's permission ...
The academic committee is
also looking into a bill which .
would call for a winter semester, .
said Jones. He sa-id the semester
would take place between' fitst ·
and second semes;ter.s.
-.
SAFC Chairperson Warner
Jones said the -request to raise
the SAFC chairperson pay from
12 $500 to $800 has been qropped:
~ He said the need to researCh· rhe ·
, compensation of ch~irpeople
-, · would be too consuming~
"We don't have the time to
research compensated positions
right now," said Jones.
With this subject settled, the
senate budget which was tabled
last week was passed.
The remaining $12;000 in the
Programming Funding Organization (PFO) budget is finally
being taken out by stuclent
organizations, said Jones. He
· said students are finally applying for the money which is
available to them.
"There's been a lot o'f increased proposals lately," said
Jones. .
The questions of whether
' organizations should repay
loans to SAFO was resolved in
executive council said Jones. ·He
said · the organizations will
budget for. the payments even
- though the students are paying_
,_ ·for it,through ,thi Stu.dent
tivity '.'fee.
'
'.
With this settled, the budgets
for The New Hampshire and
the Memorial Union Student
:~ Organization (MUSO) were
"· passe<;l. ~hese qudgets h~d been
tabled because· both -organiza..ctions had loans to pay back.
Senator Monica Wells said
student/faculty dinner is being
_planned for HetzeJ Hall. She

-*word .Association
rrypmg •

ANI

-ac-

a

·!
It······················································~
All people may have opinions, I
:

i

i:. .

ffibc lo.6ton ~lobe
·

'. delivered to Y.Our door on campus

but only the opinions in
the Forum are noticeµ.

·

Every day ,n The GIOOe. you·n 111,ci up-lo-dale news. lovely features. p,ovocalMI COiumns and
the besl Sl)Ol1S coverage around. Plus. on ThurSdays. you can count on Ca!enelat Magazine,
the Gk1b1t's ...-1y leisure-lome guide. to.put the en~re Bos1on ent8"11""'19?' scene rigid at your fingertips
, '·.
·

• All Sut,scnpc,ons Payable ,n Advance by Semnter

e Students with varying starting dates may have their subscrlpllonS p,oralad.
• No dellllety dunng School Holidays~ Final Exam Penoc15_
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
SPR'xNG TERN RA'IZS

· SPECIAL CAMPUS RATES
· Oaily&Sunday
$1.75aweek
Daily Only
$1.00 a week
SundayOnly
.75aweek

Now only
14.21

8.96
5.25

~-------------~-----------------------~--□
□

D.

. Please fill out fo,m and return with dlec:k made payable ·
to:
RADRIAN MORTOII

DAILYpNLY ,
.SUNDAY ONLY

STILLINGS BOX 11141
SMITH RALL/ROOK 13
UNIVERSITY OF IIBlf BANPSBIJU!
DURBAN, NB. 0382'
TEL. 1862-4525 (on c:aapua)

DAILY & SUNDAY

868-970 (pay

pli-•>

YourName: - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - CampueAddress: - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - -

·TONAL

y 'UNH

a plains
NESDAY,
ARCH 4, 1987

:

5

=:_t

............................................................:

·=

For just 51.75 a week you can have

Strafford Room MU~
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Theater,
f\btt-Cardi.naDance
•
•

Scien tist lectu res on spac e

IS coming.

By Edward McKey
Dr. Frank McDonald, chief
scientist at' National Aeronautical and Space Administration
(NASA) headquarters in Washington, D.C. discussed the
different aspects of space research during a lecture entitled
Space Research: Gateway to the
Future held last Friday evening
in Parsons Hall.
"Space research is many different things," McDonald began. "It is scientific research
- the highest and most rewarding phase - geopoliti-cal, economic, inspiration and motivation, as well as a spiritua-1
element; to go out and see what
is beyond the earth."
MacD0nald described New
England as a prominent region
of space research referring to
the birthplace of Robert Goddard, the location of UNH, an
especially "s pacefaring" university, and the home of civilian
astr:onaut and American heroine, Christa McAuliffe.
McDonald also discussed the
importance of r,egaining confidence in the space program.

8 p.m: Thursday, March 5
Johnson Theatre
Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office
Students $8-Faculty/Staff $10 .. .
~:~~r:!=u~~l~~! ~:or

$1'¥' ~,;;;:'.~;J~:/il~ <>
·

UNH Celebrity Series

,,.., ....

'~A dynamic superbly
trained group
that combines fire
with lyricism,
precision with style."

=- ATLANTA CONSTITUTION
North Carolina Dance Theater is a professional affiliate of the
North Carolina School of the Arts.

r,
nceTheate
f\btt-CardinaDa
•
•
IS~1n g.

"During the lecture", he- said,
"I will try to set a multidimensional journey, a journey
through both space and time"
by exploring the history and
accomplishmen ts of space research and by discussing its
important aspects. The space
program- gives us the .ability to
look at our own planet, the other
pl~i:iets, and the rest of the
universe.
Most of McDonald's lecture
was a s I ide show, tracing the
evolution of space research from
the contributi(ins of Robert
Goddard through the V-2
rockets, high-altitude balloons,
Sputnik, and the Explorer series,
to the photo taken from the
Apollo 12 spacecraft.of the sun
rising over the earth.
According to McDonald,
space research allows scientists
to conduct accurate studies of
the earth.
"Studying the earth from
space may well be the best way
we can study global change,"
McDonald said.' Satellite photos
enable scientists to study such
environmental p _h enomena as -

•

8 p .m. Thursday, March 5
Johnson Theatre
Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office .
Students $8-Faculty/Staff $1~ . .

weather patterns and plankton
movement, and such geophysical characteristiq as anci.en t
riverbeds beneath the Sahara
Desert and - mountain ranges
on the ocean floors, McDonald
·
said.
McDonald also said photos
taken from space can help us
think about ourselves. "We all
live on a single planet," McDo·nald said.
The slides then took a less
introspective turn. From photos
showing conditions on Earth,
the slides illustrated_entirely
different planets, such as Venus,
and the moon.
McDonald then cornmented
on how the Voyager spacecrafts
will soon leave the solar system,
-having sent back to earth the
images of Jupiter, Saturn, Neptune, and Uran us.
· McDonald said greater space
research could be concfucted
with the development of space
stations.
His slide ,show ended with
images of future ·realities: functional space stations, more
effective Venus missions, and
two-way Mars landers.
In summing up his discussion,
McDonald said "Space research
does have its applications ."
He concluded with a quote by
T. S. Elliot. "We shall not cease
from exploring and the end of
our exploring will be to arrive
where we started and know the
place for the first time."
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REWARDING
CAREER
OPPORTU NITY
FOR THE
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ADVl;NTURE MINDED.
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UNH Celebrity Series
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"A dynamic superbly
trained group
that combines fire
with lyricism,
. precision with style.'!.
-

.,Eckerd FJ;;,il/~Oui'h

ATLANT1:'_ CONSTITUTI ON ,

North Carolina Dance Theater is a professional affiliate of the
North Carolina School of the Art!>.

r,
f\btt-CardinaDanceTheate
•
•
IS coming.

George Bern~rd Shaw's witty portrait of the eternal love triangle.

:i

8 p.m. Thursday, March 5
·
Johnson Theatre
, Tickets on sale at the MUB Ticket Office
·Students $8-Faculty/Staff $10
~.~~~r:!=:~l~~! ~:or
UNH Celebrity Series

Johnso_n Theater

$l~Ji:r:,,/!!i;;:;:
.

'lcAMrus INTERVIEWS
~ON MARCH 12TH. IN~FORMATIO NAL SES~SION ON M~RCH 11TH
~AT 7:00 P.M. IN SU~LI~VAN ROOM,MEM ORIIAL UNION BUILDING.

8 p.m. Tuesday, March .3

.

Tickets on sale a·t the MUB Ticket
Office
. Students $8 - Faculty/Sta ff $10
General Public $12
All tick~ts at the door $i2

"A dynainic superbly
trained group
that combines fire
with lyricism,
. precision with style."

UN_H Celebrity Serie-s

. ~ AUANTA CONSTITUTION -

+

· ·

~
~For additional informa~tion,~contact your Career
-~Placement Office, or
~send resume to Marita
~Schneider at Eckerd FamYouth Alter'n~tives,
~Inc., Box 27223 Elmwood

!ily

iStati~n, Providence, R.f
.
~02907. EOE . .

~.,...., ,......,..._,'W

;North Carolina Dance Theater is a professional affiliate of the
. ·
North Carolina School of the Arts.
· • ·
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~natives, Inc. seeks men and~
~women to work with emo-~
~tionally problemed youth at~
~our year-round wildernes~
~camps. In this live-in posi~
~tion Counselor/Te achers~
~lead groups of 10 childre~
~in camp craft, canoe, back-~
~pack and raft trips'. pro?lem!
~so lving and experiential~
~learning. Entry-level open~
~ing in NH, RI, VT, NC, FL
~and TN. Full benefits. Un
!de~ ~raduate _a ccredited
.
trammg progra11:.
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Task Force pleases selectman~ y gµng s ReS t aurant
~
. .
. __
I & Coffee Shop, Inc, I
~

~

By Crndy Mathieson

.
Chairperson of the Durham
Board <)f Selectmen Patricia
Fisk, is encouraged by the Community Student Relations Task
Force recommendations initi~ted by Dean of .S tudent Affairs
· ]. Gregg Sanborn .
The Task Force was formed
as an offshovt of the Joint
Town-University Committee
~n Se_ptember 1?85, to address
issues concerning UNH and
Durham residents alike. ,
Recommendations on safe
living environrlfents for residents and students, sufficient
and affordable student housing,
well-kep_t neigh~orhoods ~nd
community parktng, are berng
considered by the Durham Selectmen and will be presented
at the next Durham Town
Meeting. ·
Encouraged by UNH addressing issues of concern to the
residents of Durham, Fisk said,
"We are pl~ased with the re~om~;1e~dat10ns th~y are mak mg. Fisk sees this as a step
toward increasing neighborly
inter a c·r ion between students
and the community.
Durham is a university _community: the students and the
residents have similar interests,
said Fisk . When questioned
about incidents of friction be - tween community members and
students, Fisk sai.d that there
is a large problem with noise
and litter.
"Students need greater awareness of what is needed in a
community," said Fisk. Sometimes students forget that they
are in a community and forget
how they would act at home, said
Fisk.
One .of the ordinances which
tries to ensure harmonious
neighborhood feelings is a zoning law established in 1978
which prohibits more than three
unrelated adults living together
in a living unit. This ordinance
was updated recently in 1986.
One of the problems which
the Task Force hopes to counter
is -the overcrowding of students
in apartments off-campus. Fisk
said, "People had reached a very
- significant frustration level,"
when they -reinstituted the 1978
zoning law. Students were living
7 and 8, to a three-person
apartment, said Fisk.
According to Student Body
President Jay Ablondi, a recommendation needs to be made for
additional student housing, but
this may have to be put on the
back burner. State funds can not

Round trip
from BOSTON
starting at

LUXEMBURG
LONDON
ST.THOMAS

$298
370
269
TEL AVIV
620
CARACAS
321
BOGOTA
594
STOCKHOLM
440
HONGKONG .. 764

lso, EURAIL PASSES. INT'L
TUDENT ID.WORK/STUDY
ABROAD.AYHCARDS, LOW
DOMESTIC FARES and
more! CALL for
FR EE Stude~t Travel Catalog!

(617] 266-1926 .

COUNCIL TRAVEL
BOS1CN
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be counted on, so creative fun- Handbook. Ordinance 1986.0S
~
~
draising will have to be imple- states that between the hours
~
~
mented, said Ablondi. ·
of 11 :00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m . ~~ B
k{fc-1- c · · /
~
Three-hundred and ninety- guidelines are set for amplified
~
~~ ..q-.
_~
three students who couldn't be music and also for noise. Also ~ Cheese Omelette with toast, corned beef, hash, and homefrics with ~
housed by on-camp_us residence o_utlined is ~he l~ndlord o. bliga- ~ coffee
~
hairs, were lottened out last t10n to ma10ta1n _a 68 degree ~
~
year, said Ablondi. The Town temperature in his rented com~
~
of Durham and surrounding plex during heating season.·
~
~
towns accommodated the excess
Issues -sue~ as parking and
~
~
housing overflow.
. police juris9iction were large ~
S,peciq/,q.
~
In order to improve relations enough concerns to merit_ se - ~
~
between Durham and UNH, parate Task Forces. Suggestions
~
Ham & Cheese Melt served on a sesame seed bun with ~
Mariquita Morrison of the Corn- will be heard from the 'Parking ~~
~
cup of homemade soup or chowder
muter Transfer Center at UNH Safety Committee and the Police
~
~
is organizing the production of Advisory Committee at the · ~
$ 2 .7 0
-~
a Good Neighbor Handbook- Community' Student Relations
~
.
~
.This handbook outlines mutual Task Force meeting in May.
~
~ Dinner SP.,ecial ..q,.
~
te~.ant-landlord obligations.
. . Th_e topic of_ police _jurisdic~
. ,
. _
~
When you rent you enter not t10n 1s now betng reviewed by
~
Chicken Cutlet dmners served wtth tossed salad, ~
only i_nto a legal contract with a Joint Town-Universtiy Police
~
.
~
the landlord but also into a social Advisory Committee. According
~
~
mashed potatoes and a roll
~
contract with your neighbors," to Chairman Fisk, the issue gf ~
·
$3.45
~
the handbook states. Ordinances jurisdiction is a complicated one.
~
~
~
which are relevant to the Town Fraternities and sororities on
~ ~•
\
~
. of Du.rham, and students are the one hand are private prop~ - ~
highlighted in the booklet.
erty and pay taxes to the Town
~
~
Noise, open alcohol contai~- of Durham, but on the other
~
,
•
•
~
ers, and landlord -tenan~ ord1 ~
,
~
pances are spelled out Ill the
TASK, page 17
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We Deliver
7 days a week
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Fast service
·call 868-2009
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Film de pic ts lan d dis pu te
Come to the NEW

FISH SHA NTY
Eat for Health
• A New Healthier Menu

Broiled; Poache d; Charbro il

• Daily Chef's Special
• Waitress Service and.your
favorite Lun~h & Dinner Cocktails
Now serving until 9:00 pm, Sundays 11:00-7:00

471 Central Ave., Dover, ·N .H.
Take Out Still Available

749~4348

son, a Mohawk Indian involved
By Lisa R. Smith
.
"There would have been a in the America n Indian Moveever
dispute
no
said
ment,
it,"
about
question
shoot out, no
saiJ Robert Gustafso n referring existed since the Hopi and
to the United States govern- Dineh live in harmon y on the
ment plan to re locate 16,000 reservat ion.
Congres s created the ReloAme.rican Indians from the Joint
Act and Public Law 93:..
cation
Use Area, -a section of the. Big
_Mount ain Navajo and Hopi 5 31 in respons e to the alleged
land dispute. The action resulted
Indian Reserva tion in Arizona.
The relocati on was in re- in the authoriz ed partitio n of
sponse to an alleged dispute the Hopi and Dineh Joint Use
over 1ilineral resources between Area. A court order mandate d
the Hopi and Dineh (Spanish ). the construc tion of a barbed wir'e .
The dispute centered on the use fence dividing the once shared
of mineral resource s · in the land. All Dineh residing on the
mineral rich section of. the Big . land awarded to the Hopi and
Mounta in Reserva tion known all Hopi residing on Dineh land
as the oint Use Area. Gustaf- will be required to move.

New England Regiona l
America n Collef!,e Dance Festival
March 5-8
UNH-D URHA M
Festival Concert Perform ances
March 6 at 8 p.rn.
March 7 at 8 p.m.
Johnson Theater
Paul Creative Arts Center

$3 - $4 - $5 ·
Ticket.I' Availabl e At
The MUB Ticket Office:
862-2290

- Rohen Gustafson. (Nonh Shore Weeklies photo)

NHOC NEEDS YOU!

The vast majorit y of those
affected by the court order are
Dineh. They strongly oppose
the relocatio n as an unnecess ary
solution to a non-exis tent problem. Hopi elders .have also
denied the existenc e of a dispute
between the two tribes.
Accordi ng to Gustafso n, the
problem started in 1973 when
a Salt Lake City public relations
firm invente d a range war
between the Hopi and Dineh.
Gustafso n said _the real dispute
is between the Indians living
on the reservat ion and comme~
rcial organiza tions intereste d
in exploit ing the mineral re sources found there.
"What is really at stake here
is millions of.dolla rs worth of
uranium , coal, copper, oil...the
driving stake is compan ies
wanting to mine this area,"
Gustafso n said. "You can't strip
mine that land when you have
people on it."
The governm ent postpon ed
the slated July 6, 1986 date to
relocate the Indians. Resistan ce ~
by the Dineh and Hopi, and
fears that bad publicit y would
spoil America 's Statue of Liberty
celebrat ion were factors in the
postpon ement. Howeve r, the
governm ent has not abandon ed
its plan. For the Dineh and Hopi
"this is not a victory, it is a
reprieve ... nothing more," Gus tafson said.
"Broke n Rainbo w" is an
Academ y Award winning doc umentar y film tracing the his tory of this land dispute and the
problem s faced by the Indians.
The film will be shown free of
admissi on Sunday , March 8
from 2-4:30 p.m. in lthe Strafford R_oom of the Memori al

INDIA NS, page 17

Pro ble ms?

Elections are Marc h 9th
for next year s position ...

1) Pre side nt
2) Vic e Pre side nt
3) Dir ecto r of Pro per ties
4) Cab ins and Tra ils Man ager
5) Equ ipm ent Man ager
6) Pub licit y Man ager
7) Und erw ater Fire Pre ven ti_o n
.Coo rdin ator
If you have not been previously involved
with this fun, exciting, ,and dynamic club
then ·it_is _abou t time you do!! Con tact
Rm. 129 or 862-2145 for more info.

GET INVOLVED!!!
New Hamps hire Outing Club
Univers ity of New Hampsh ire - Durham , N.H. 03824 .

.Gripe Lin e
862-1494

\
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Group calls UNH 'homogenous'-----CEIEBRATE-·- By Robin Santo ·
If diversity at lJNH is lacking,
interest in it sure isn:r. From
a march for Marrin Luther King
to a week dedicated to lesbians
and gays, the campus has been
alive wii:h efforts to promote
awareness of differences.
Students at a diversity meeting on Thursday, however, said
there is still a long way co go.
They feel UNH is too homogenous and hope they may be
able to inspire change.
While the 25 students represented a wide range of backgrounds, many complained they
do hot feel UNH is receptive
to their needs.
Safdir Abidi, a Pakistani
student living in Sr~1ith Hall,
said he feels uncom(ortable in
his a 11 , white e ng i nee ring
cou rses. A gay student complained homosexuals are not
recognized in the University's
discrimination clause, and a
disabled student said she was
unable to attend functions be- ·
cause ,b uildings were not made
accessible to her.
In addition to these problems,
students were especially concerned with the influence of
UNH professors.
.
"Professors make comments
about groups. I've come across
it in the business school and in
liberal arts. The lecture hall is
no place to put in prejudiced and
biased views," Erika Randmere
said.
·
After liste!}ing to these complaints, the group decided to act.
· Cindy Garthwright, an administrative advisor .1.to _the group,
assured them of the support of
several administrators.

"l cannot impress upon you

body. They intend to survey the

.enough how mu,~h power ~his
· group can have, .Garthwnght
said :
.
Some suggestions they came
up wit~ included appo_intin~ a
dean o_t students for d1vers1_ty,
arrangmg a lecture or a guerrilla
theater exposing the differ~nt
groups on camp~1s, arrang_mg
new course offerings (poss1?ly
a change in a general education
requirement), s1!1ore diversifiet,i
faculty and staff, and a greater
recruiting effort. .
.
,
The group said one of tJ:ie
main problems is that almost
all of the p_rofesso_rs at ~NH
are the typical white, middleclass heterosexual. If the faculty
were more div~rsified, they fe~l
it would then filter down ti) the
student body.
But before _they can ~ork on
any idea, the group realizes they
need to determine if their
interestsarethoseofthestudent

student body regarding these
issues.
.
Once they have a better understan_ding of student body
sentiments, they will to use the
channels available to them_ to
implement change. Accordtng
to Garthwright, all the administration needs is an indication
that there is interest on the part
of the students and they will act.
One of the biggest problems
lies i'n getting different types
of students to attend UNH. The
committee agreed that much of
the problem is due to location.
In order to get students and
. faculty from other parts of the
country to want to come here,
a greater recruiting effort is
needed. Some ideas to improve
recruiti~g involve appropriating funds for special scholarships and economic aid.
A core staff will begin organ· izingtheseideasthisweek.
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TOURNAMENT • FREE BEER CHUG RELAYS •FREET-SHIRT RELAYS
THE BELLYFLOP CONTEST • AND CLIMAX THE DAY WITH ... THE
WETTEST, WET T·SHIRT CONTEST FEATURED IN PLAYBOY MAGAZINE
CASH PRIZES • FREE T·SHIRTS • AND OTHER GIVEAWAYS

7pmto8_pm COLLEGE HAPPY·HOUR
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE PARTY* TUE., MAR.

I

17TH

FREE SPRING BREAK '87 T~SHIRT WITH PAID ADMISSION FvR
ABOVE COLILEGE STUDENTS BETWEEN 7 O'CLOCK AND 8 O'CLOCK
WITH PROPER COLLEGE 1.0.

ALL BAR DRINKS AND DRAFT BEER- S.75
COMPETE IN CONTE-STS FOR PRIZES!

EVENINGS
SUMMERS on the beach presents ...
FT. LAUDERDALE'S FINEST ROCK 'N ROLL BAND-NIGHTLY PLUS OUR
INTERNATIONALLY ACCLAIMED D.J. SPINNING THE BEST DANCE
MUSIC AND ALL DAY, ALL NIGHT MUS_IC VIDEO.
SATURDAY:
MON, WED & THUR:
Come and Party tll 3 AM!
Contest N lte
Dance all Nlgh't.
Prizes & giveaways
SUNDAY:
TUE & FRI:
(18 & OVER NIGHn
"Best Buns on the Beach" .~ontest
Dance to our wide acreen video

r

H•ralded by Playboy magazine

=~=nc:z:::.llght show

$175.00 Cash Prize!
r-

Valid 1.0. Requl;ed.
CLIP AND S A V E - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - C L I P A N D SAVE-7

I UNIV-ERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE PARTY*TUE., MARCH 17 I
I - ONE FREE BAR DRINK OR DRAFT OR SOFT DRINK
I1
·GOOD FROM 7-8 PM NIGHTLY
II
I
t Summers on lhe Beach• 219 S. Atlantic Blvd. • Ft. Lauderdale, .Florida • (305) 462-8978 ·1
I
(Located
block north of Las Olas Blvd. on A 1 A)
I
FLORIDA DRINKING LAW: You must be born on-or before June 30, 1966- 1
I
to legally purchase alcoholic beverages In Florlda.
1

•:

·.

FT. lAUDERDALE'S PREMIERE
CONCERT AND DANCE CWB
7 am to Noon - "EARLY RISER"

10 am to 6 pm POOLSIDE PARTIES

·

• ·Showers Dressing Area and Stereo In ~ach Room• ·
Hair Dryers Furnished •Juices & Disposable Bathinq Suits Availaltle•
I

on theOOJCh

UVE D.J. EMCEEING POOLSIDE CONTEST • WATER VOLLEYBALL

Relcix at the private hot tub room rentals!·
&

PIPIE~

at

BLOODY MARY SPECIAL

62 /\II - · - • 'SHOP
.~__,--...tl~..,..__.... _
. . ARl<E-r STR .
RT'SMoo"tt\
·
EET, PO
•Towels

1Ft. lauderdale

For you early risers, have a Bloody Mary and KEEP THE MUG! ·

\t
I ·

1

- -,: ;

··

SPRING BREAK '8 7

I

.·

(Limit one per custome~

- - - -

tit

iESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED

ti

•••

t

½

l't

4 ~ 1-0994

I

(.,_ _ _ _
Gi_ft_c_er_ti_·1i_ca_t_es_A_v_a1_·1a_h_le_ _ ___,)

r

iSPRINGBREAK ~87

Opeit i2 _,11114nlgl,t, 'Iii 2 p.ia. Tllun., Fri. &Sel.80 11; ·,,rJ: J8,'
·
(l•t•r •r ,ppolnt111ent) ·

1

"Broken Rainbow"
An Academy ~_AY'ard-Wir:1n_
i ng
Doc1Jmen tary Film
Discussion Leader: Bob Gustafson,
a Mohawk Indian
.
.
' ~ ~ ; . ~ - 'r ..;. • ....,,...;.·--...
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APPLY NOW
TO BEA

.SUMMER ORIENTATION PEER ADV.I SO

. ::---

Free Admission
••••••l'H••••••H••••••••••••H••••HH##•H•-••HHH••••l'H•
"The land dispute has been made up by
people who know nothing about our lives"
Traditjonal Hopi Indian

ASSIST THE UNIVERSITY ADVISING-CENT.ER'S STAFF IN ACADEMICALLY .
ADVISING NEW FRESHMEN IN THE
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS' CLASS OF
1991

EXCELLENT EX.P ERIENCE FOR YOUR
RESUME -

H••l'Hl'HH•l'H•c••l'Hl'H••••••••

PAID POSITION FOR JUNE '87

Sunday, March 8, 2-4:30 p.m.
Strafford Room MUB

APPLICATIONS .AND DETAILS ARE AVAILABLE AT THE UNIVERSITY ADVISING
CENTER, MURKLAND HALL, ROOM 111,
862-2064

•

APPLICATI ON DEADLINE.
MARCH6

-
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itorial
Ed"
The role of USNH
want to move forward and improve, while
the governor's budget indicates that he
would be satisfied with making do.
USNH Chancellor Claire Van U rrimersen
said "New Hampshire's public higher
education system costs it.s taxpayers the
least among all states in the nation." This
is ar least partially due to the fact that UNH
students pay the highest in-state tuition
in the country. If the budget Sununu
proposed goes into effect, students can
expect to see a tuition increase of 12 to 17
percent. What this means is that what the
taxpayers do not pay for in taxes, the
students pay for in tuition.
With this in mind, a $28.3 million
increase does not seem out of order. In fact,
it speaks well for those who developed the
budget.
Van U mmersen. also said "Investing in
the state's public higher education is an
investment in New Hampshire - in its
people, its economy, and its future." Sununu

The University System of New Hampshire (USNH) presented their budget for
the · next two fiscal years to the New
Hampshire State Legislature last week .
The USNH request of $111.8 million
exceeds the last budget by $28.3 million.
According to USNH officials, the incr~ase
would .help with _the purchase. of "modern
instructional equipment, strengthen campus
library resources, increase student financial
aid funds and make faculty and staff salaries
more competitive with other· colleges,
business and industry."
· For UNH, it would also mean improvemen ts in the Field House and Dimond
Library.
Gov. Sununu has already presented his
budget, which is almost $30 million less
than USNH's, and would ignore the Field
House and library.
The difference in these two budgets
represents differing views on th"e role of
the University System. USNH seems to

also sees the University System as an
investment in New Hampshire. Last we~k,
he spoke to The New Hampshire on the
subject of diversity at UNH: "The primary
function of this University is to serve the
people of the state. If we begin to admit
people because of their racial background,
.we will n_o longer have a true cross-section
of the people who make up this state." Yet ·
by stifling diversity, Sunuhu is only hurting
the state. The University System needs
diversity to bring fresh ideas and viewpoints
to New Hampshire. Without diversity, the
ideas stay the same and the state stagnates.
This is where Sununu and Van U mmersen differ. The chancellor seems committed
to making the University System a center
for dynamic learning and change, while
the Governor seems to want things to stay
the same. His vision of th~ University .
System resembles that of a high school only this time, it is grades 13 through 16.
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Walking

happy and perhaps you might feel
happy too. Besides, you might want
someone else to stop for you when
you want to cross Main Street.
Michael Clark

Foru111 II (

Foru111

To the Editor:
To the Editor:
Let me say that it was wonderful
Consider the following si tuation:
to read Dr: Wirth's Forum article
You and a friend are walking along
on February 20. Without "the other
· Main Street in Durham and you
To the Editor:
side" my brain would stop functionattempt to cross the str~et at one
It's too bad that Phil Broder ing and turn to mush. I like being
of the many crosswalks. You wait
thinks that protesting abc)Ut sexism challenged to a thoughtful response.
several minutes until the traffic
is so funny . He's missing out on
I am sure that almost everyone
clears or a curtious driver stops and
that's even funnier: the would agree that world peace would
something
many
How
across.
both
you
waves
opinions of horny, 18 year old boys. be wonderful (but how would the
times has . this happened to you in
Kathy Donov~n economy surviv~ without weapons
Durham?
production?) and therefore that is
In Durha_m the U niverstiy has
what myself and many others are
created a great number of pedesstriving for. I understand that there
trians. The University and the town
has to be some form of security to
of Durham have tried to make a
make sure that individuals' rights
good attempt to make way for these
are not infringed upon, but the
pedestrians. Many sign~ have been
- United States' military policy of
posted which read, "Yield for To the Editor:
I want to conimend Deanna . taking over, before being taken over
Pedestrians." But, ho.w many mo~
themselves, infringes upon the
torists actually pay attention to Wendell for her persistence in
human rights of many individuals.
these signs? Literally, one could trying to clarify the issue involved
Many things are tied together.
translate the sign's message as , in Professor Weber's endorsement
If we allow the CIA to go around
'Bear the right of way to those who of nuclear power. When this ad for
starting wars in foreign countries
wish to cross.' As .many of your . the front organization for New
readers know, very few motorists Hampshirt? Yankee, Seabrook's then we are sanctioning tprture.
.driving through Du.r ham do stop builder, first appeared on TV, I If we continue supporting the
for those people who wish to cross wrote to President Haaland urging Contras then we are p~ying for the .
Main Street. The same can be true him to take action to prevent the murde r s of ·people who would
on Madbury, Mill, and Edgewood continued use of this ad unless there prefer to re(urn to their fields and
Roads and even the underpass was a disclaimer put on it making be left out of the US-USSR power
between the Field House and the it absolutely cl e;i r that Professor struggle. By allowing these infrac-·
Power Plant. Granted, it would be Weber's views were his own and tions to occur we are hurting
that in no way was he speaking for ourselves because ultimately we are
very odd to see every car in Durham
all bonded to one another.
'stop for a pedestrian but it .would · the U niversiry.
Nor only did President Haaland
Dr. Wirth makes the statement
. be appreciated by the hundreds of
fail ro rake any such .action to that "ROTC students are exposed
pedestrians who use the major
separate rhe University from Pro- to activities, meetings, films, speakroutes in Durham if the motorists
· · would obey the traffic signs. Oth - fessor Weber's views but he failed ers and student paper articles ... "
to do me the courtesy of replying
and that this exposes these student~
erwise, what would it take for the
University community to s.e e this . · to my letter . Perhaps he thought to a variety of viewpoints, however,
this u nnecessary as I am not a I haven ' t seen an ROTC student
situation corrected, to have a pedestrian/ motor vehicle accident. student at UNH, merely a Seacoast at any CDP (Coalition for Disar- ·
resident who frequently attends mament and Peace) meetings. This
I do not know what the solution
University events and regularly exposure i~ available to them only
to this situation might be but if you
reads your newspaper. So much for if they want to get it and only if they
are ever driving in Durham near
good _community relations!
are permitted to attend these
the University, stop for waiting
. . . , · Virgini~ ,H. Carl events.
pedestrians. You will make_them·

Weber
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and evervone should work on
Dr. Wirth also stated that "we
increasing their awareness of the
sho u ld welcome these. agencies
issues. Thanks for all your time!
efforts (ROTC and CIA) to recruit
Louise A. Proctor
from ainong our peers, " but I
believe .that we mus t protect our .
peers from these agenc.ies because
so many of our peers are generally
unaware of the world beyond campus and its realities. The problem
with the ROTC program is that · Letters to the editor should
many people need that scholarship ;
to attend college and consequently ,\ be typed and-signed, and
a. n address
get sucked into the military without : must include._
really knowing what .they are '
. and telephone number for
getting into.
In closing I would like to say that verification.
PFace Is Possible, the tide is turning ·• - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
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University Forum
But what about the kids?

Sex. It's everywhere. ,
How many times have we heard that?
It has always .been true but more, so
these days. Not only is sex prevalent in public and private lives, but .also in
newspapers, magazines, and televisions
-- they drip with the stuff.
The great majority of this is related,
of course, to AIDS, AIDS admittedly
is serious business. There has never
been anything like it. In the words of
Eddie Murphy, "it kills mother ----ers,"
and that's no joke. Now we know how
the people _in the Middle Ages felt about
the Black Death.
Now, _an old debate has gained new
fire thanks to AIDS. It concerns the
role of sex ed-u cation, and even that
question has changed with the times.
No longer is the question whether it
be taught at all, but just when should
it ?egin. As early as possible, some say.
And then there is the condom. Once
confined to their little packets stuffed
into men's wallets or hidden at the
bottom of the sock drawer, these little
buggers have ballooned to full prominence and are popping up in every
possible medium, even a few previously
deemed impossible ones. A priest
han~ed them out in church,. for God's
sake.
But the point here really isn't sex
education, ·or whether condoms should
advertise on television. I think this
whole issue needs a different focus,
one that is more serious than the
aesthetics of rubbers on the tube.
Namely, how are the kids of this·world
reacting to all of this?
Let's face it, this sex deal is fine for
us. We get a bit tired of it, seeing it

1

everyday as we do, but we can cope.
"We're all adults" is the proper phrase,
I believe. We all have a pretty adequate
know ledge of sex, first hand or otherwise. In fact, it seems one can learn
more watching an afternoon of soap
operas than one can in the back seat
after the prom. But just what about

--SOMEDAY
I'll 1-fAVE A CARffJN
OF I/NH CfJNOf/H5.

•

the kias, anyway!'
Remember when you were a kid, .the
firt time you learned about sex. I don't
recall exactly how old I was, but I must
have been about six or so. My learning;
✓ like most everyone's 'did not come from
dad and mom sitting rrie down one
night and explaining the birds and the
bees. I wasn'.t really curious about what
Spot a1:1d Ginger (our dois) were d_?ing

A plea for quality
1

By Kathleen C. Patten

· This summer the Theater and Communication
Department will split. A _new chair position will
be added to head the faculty, tend to administrative
matters and teach part time for the school of
communication. On the surface, the purpose of
this new chair is to lead the school of communication
on to become a vital place for grqwing and learning.
. The administration may bestow upon the
communication department a hew chair and cut
the cord that now ties communication to theater.
But, the administration will also cut off communication's life support system by not renewing the
contracts -of professors Don Smith and Robert
Hanke. During this transition period retaining
Smith and Hanke would keep the school of
commuication fluid.
Along with 250 students, I was a part of Smith's
Communication and the Social Order class. Presently,
I partake in Hanke's Introduction to Media Studies
class with an enrollment of 133 students. A
significant number of students• who wanted to be
a part of these classes were turned away due to limited
seats.
In this mass setting Smith and Hanke share similar
teaching techniques. As well informed sources,
they deliver their message and accept fedback from
their receivers, the students. Unlike mass communication where feedback is highly limited and
delayed, Smith and Hanke involve every student
as a participant functioning_as if in an interpersonal
setting.
Pertinent, current information· ts injected into
Smitll's and Hanke's lectures which combine the
text material along with their expertise. Exams
-include all of the material -with equal numbers of
questions on ·each chapter covered within a well
defined format.
Severing communication's ties with theater may
also cut off communication's use of needed
·production equipment for the filmmaking class
which already lacks remote video equipment and
facilities.
As a result, the structure that provides us with
a home in which to place communication's new
chair; will be demolished.
The combined efforts of students, facultY: an~

By Steve Melisi

commercials; the music videos the
news, Dr. Ruth. It's all sex.
'
A_nd as if th~t weren't enough, they
are mundated, Just as we are, with talk
about AIDS, which leads to the concept
of homosexuality. Then there are the
surrogate mothers and the Baby1 Ms
of the world that capture headlines and
flational attention. And then there are
sper·m bartks and teenage pregnancies.
And finally, the biggee, the condom.
- It isn't limited to the news either. Soon
BLIIE' A.NO WH I
we'll see them on television commer'A "WILOCAT''
cials and major. magazines are running
full page ads for them.
Now some may say the kids won't
understand it all. True, but as we all
know, kids are natural question askers.
When they ask their questions about
AIDS and condoms and surrogate
mothers, what will their answers be
because the adults don't understand
it all either~ Nobody does.
. What can these kids be absorbing?
Such information on such a massive
scale inust be staggering to minds that
don't even know how to multiply yet.
What are we doing to them? We're
educating them too fast. There's no
time to be kids anymore. When I was
their age, I was · playing kickball at
recess. These kids at recess are being
talking about was possm1e. 1 know 1t
k db
"Wh dO
now to be so. How can I help but know?
as e Y reporters,
at
you think
abmit birth control, Timmy?"
.
Today, what do kids have to deal
Sex is very important these days. It's
with? On a very basic level, certainly
not just pleasure anymore. It's serious
a lot of TV watching (all the toys they
business. And someone who says,
play with now have their -own cartoon
"Okay,-hon:ey, let's uiake love, but what
shows).
about the ki'ds ,"sho u Id h ave5omet h'mg
_ _ . Statistics
. . show it to be true.
And wtth thetr little cable bo_x, remote more iat mit1~ than just ifi\~1k:i ng sure
controls, on the
··, J'-'nt'"' le -JOp,~py.;
·, i:; • _ ;
-e,doesn1:;t, Interrupt
·
· h·commerc.1a-ls
h · 1··•'~ fl-,<k'__&they
' ' ·;c,· ,;-,.,;;;,_.;
und OU_b tedl y SWltC C anne s, tpprng ' r,fff the dima:i. :
_,_
across the soap operas, th'ei:pmpon . Stev'e MelislVl stJn
ri~!~~!F'f!lajor.

behind the barn, since 1 was too busy
playing war.
But learn I did, eventually, on the
street, from some kids who I don't
remember but probably was not sup~
posed to play with. I don't know about
you but I didn't believe them at first. I was not even sure what thev were •

I
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Ba:g the bells

by Jenny Ginway

How wonderful, how quaint, I thought when the
-All right, who locked Quasimoto i:tp in the bell
bell chimed on the hour. I should have known
tower of Thompson Hall. The poor ·man is r.inging
something foul was up when during my Psychology
his hearr out once again, and I think we should set
class all kinds of arbitrary bonging was going on.
him free. If he was deaf in "The Hunchback of Notre
Now I can sit in my room in Congreve and feel as
Dame," r don't suppose it matters much that he
if I'm helping Quasi with the job of telling the
set up amplifiers to give every passing quarter hour
passing time in-everyone's ear. I cart't speak for
a notable donging, in addition to the usual striking
everyone ( or Quasi), b_ut I can say that living near
of the hour. Nonetheless, the vibration alone must
T-Hall with the incessant ringing is more than
hf' driving him crazy.
a little annoying.
Do any of us really care that µiuch about what
time it is? Most people who do care own a watch,
and those who don't own a watch don't care. Maybe
the reason the bell chimes at the quarter, half, three
quarter, and hour is to compensate for the four
different faces of the T-Hall tower, which often
tell varying times. To compe·nsate for this misinformation, the clock bangs away.
The two things that irritate me is how each fifteen
minutes increases the progression of chiming and
that every note is amplified to the hilt. The first
quarter hour is one jingle, and the subseque_ntiai
15 minutes are the first jingle and an additional
..
one each time. Finally, when the hour is about to
it goes through the entire spiel, and then
,5oMf GOOF GO'f"Coflmo\. strike,
a dong for each hour. It brings me back to my camp
OF 'fH£ SELLS ...
days, when we'd sing the lunchtime grate 'Noontime
is here' -the exact tune played at T-Hall. But we
~ sang it once a day, not twice an hour for 18 hours.
- The constant- ringing could be t~lerated if it
w½_ren't so artificially amplified that the backround
buzz is loud enough to make me whirl around and
wonder what huge insect is about to land on me.
- But the crowning blow is the clicking amplifier
being turned off. It's as though all the racket I heard
has been recorded on a huge record player, and it's
- not even a live Quasi performance.
I propose that we have the bell tower strike only
at the half and full hour, or keep the present system
administration made nqw, will provide a smooth
and only amplify the. striking of the hour. It's great
transition and better environment which will sustain
that we have that nice, colloquial clock, that I can
and strengthen the school of communication.
see from my room and that can ring. But how can
Although the chair will be a welcome addition·
we expect -ro keep the renovations on T-Hall intact
to the school of communication, 'maintenance of
with all the jarring bongings. So let's cut out the
Smith, Hanke and the producation equipment plus
the addition of remote video eqµipment and editing . excess donging, and bring -a little tranquility back.
Then none of us will have ·t o cringe as the clock
facilities will provide stability during communstarts ringing at 11 :45.
, jnition's rebirth.
Ka,thleen C Patten is a sophom_ore communications major Jenny Gin way is a freshman Congreve resident
'
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UNH SKI CLUB

SPRING BREAK

Ste ··

.Has The First Wave of Exarns -Pu_lled
You Under?

oat

STEAMBOAT-One of Nt>rth America's premier ski distinations; Steamboat
offers skiers of all abilities the finest skiing found a~ywhere _ Located
in _~he beautiful Yampa Valley in -N orthwest Colorado, Steamboat's charm
and personality is rooted in the Old ·west. Surrounded by working cattle
ranches, the town of Steamboat Springs was founded over 100 years
ag() and its Western traditions live on today. When it comes to community-: _
wide friendliness and hospitality, plus a world class ski mountain,
·
Steamboat's the place! ·

SKI PACKAGE INCLUDES:

..

The T ASk Center can help make a -big difference.
We offer all undergrads free academic skills training,
. and if you qualify for our Student Support Services,
you can receive additional help including subject
area tutoring.

*Roundtrip non-stop scheduled air Boston/Denver
*Roundtrip transfers Denver/Steamboat
*6 night~ lodging@ SKI TIME SQUARE
_*5 day photo lift pass at Steamboat .
*"Welcome to the Mountain" orientation
*Discount booklet for goods & services
*Free poster size photo of group
*All taxes
*Shuttle service throughout Steamboat
*Unlimited use of hot tubs~ sauna

Eligibility Requir~ments:
Either
'
·
a) if you are low-income AND neither parent has
a four-year degree,

SKI TIME SQUARE
CONDOMINIUMS
ski-in/ski-out

property
Ideally located at the base of Mt. Werner, this
is opposite the Christy lifts in the heart of everything!!!. Walk out
your door to Steamboat Village for fine restaurants, bars, boutiques.
Enjoy indoor and outdoor hot tub, sauna, private ,entrance with ski
lockers: All units with cable TV, fireplace, .fully equipped kitchen
. -_- .
and telephone.

OR
b) if you have a documented physical handicap or
learning disability.

info:
Ray 868-5369
Maura 862-4281

In any ;ase, T ASk has something for y(ni"_ Call us at 862-.3698 or drop
by at 21 Madbury Rd_ (the red & white house)_

......-••.•..•···········--···-·········---·-·····---······..----·-··················•,l'·•····-·-·-····•·-.•········---•.-,I'·•-

Sell your car
.
1n

The New Hampshire
classifieds!
SubmH ads to
The New Hampshire
business office, Rm. 1l>8, MUB,
Monday through Friday, 10-3.
($1 per 20 Words)
.

-
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llrts &: Featu · ·
AllMy SoitJ Qur3stions Amer1Can Values
By JirwCarroll
;so convincing half the audience
" Try to see it human," Joe sobs in the dark. The level of
Keller cells his son Chris early intensity is surprising, causing
on in Arthur Miller'.s play Alf · one rn Ge as appallec! and
M; Son:r. By the end of the play frightened as if the arguments
Joe is finally able to cake his own and fights were real. , advice, realizing the significance
The highlight performances
.of his past crime that caused 21
of this DSC produ~tion are Budd
young pilots co lose ch~ir lives. Peters as Joe Keller and DeborAt! My Sons is a play about one ah Langlois as his wife Kate.
person's responsibility to anoth - Together they are a close to
er and how chis responsibility perfect representation of a
can be intensely emotional, 1950s middle-class couple.
tearing apart families and peo- Neither seems like too much
ple.
of an actor, able to, pL1y the
The Durham Stage Compan- cht1racter without the feeling
y's (DSC) production of chis play that the audience is being put
is well done, displaying both the on. One only ha"s to see Peters
emotional intensity a.nd brutal telling everyone how he strutted
necessity of our American sys - down his street the day he got
tem of · values: in a. way that out of prison to know that he
seems perfectly natural. Begin - is able to evoke real family spirit.
ning this past Friday and run The only minor problem was
ning through Sunday March 22, _ tha.c both Karl Goldkamp as
Alf My Son,s is a good play. to Chris ,Keller and Jeanne Sim- .
m(rns- as Anne Deaver seemed
see.
With a spare but very effec- too much like actors, adding a
tive suburbian backyard set, the strange contrast to the pedor-.
play begins with the quiet of mances of Peters and Langlois.
breakfast at the picnic table and .fi.dmittedly, both were well case
slowly works its way to a fever and both had good scenes, but
pitch when the Keller family neither seemed as natural as
is shattered by Joe's suicide. To Peters or Langlois. Both were
read the play and co see the able to express themselves well
DSC's production are two dif- in the more violent scenes, but
ferent · things·. DSC adds an neither were as satisfying in
intensity co the falling out their range of emotion as Peters
between Joe and Chris that is or Langlois.
1

Michael Givens, who played
the Keller family friend Dr.
Baylis~, is a steady and convinc-ing actor despite being a relative
newcomer to the stage. Mathew
Hilgreen, Dona. Masi, and Brigit
.Ordway provided good support
playing Frank Luby, Lydia Luby,
and Sue Bayliss respectively. All
of these people have participated in past DSC productions and
should be looked for in future
productions.
Michael Sousa , playing Ann
Deaver's brother George, was
scary. George is the ·bringer of
trouble to the Keller household,
and Sousa played him with a
c.r:azed look. While he may not
have approached the .q uality. of
Peter's performance, as indeed
· hardly anyone did, he was convincing and interesting none
the less.
Unfortunately the attendance
for last Saturday night's performance was low . On<:: would
hope chat chis is not a regular
occurrence because DSC is a very
good professional acting com. pany, and A.JI My Sons is a
quality production. Despite a
few minor flaws, as any production of any play is bound to have,
DSC has -pulled through again
with a good quality and enter- _
t~ining production.
·

The Kinks Ripped up
Boston~ Wang Center

The Kinks
February 28, 1987
Wang Center, Boston
By Arthur Lizie
The Kinks were anything but
predictable as they rocked a
packed Wang Center audience
of 2200 people Saturday night.
The scale · and tired formula of
- recent years changed for the

better, rnaking this show one
of the group's best in recent
memory. Surprises, unpl..rnned
spontan.eity, charming intimacy,
and good old fashioned rock androl-1 highlighted the two hour;_
25 song set.
The concept of the band's
current mirii tour is co play
smaller, theater size venues,
instead of the usual l 5 ,000 20,000 seat sports arenas which

they usually visit in the States.
Frontman Ray Davies feels that
this step is needed in the band's
career.rn get back in touch with
the fans, an easier task in front
of 2,000 people rathn than
20,000, ;
As usual, the crowd acted in
· a manner befitting evolutionary
creatures just this side of neanderthal. Luckily, it was not as bad
as a Worcester da~e four years
ago when someone set off
M-80 during the performar
- This time, among the drunl
scupor, there was only one mf
· fight, but it was not too seric
the guy was only a little big
than his female counterp,
Ooh, the wonders of pul
· drunkenness.
The band seemed more cc 1
sive on stage chis time arm
The smaller venue affo_r.
singer Ray Davies to be m.
more personable with .both
crowd and the other meml
of the band. He was able at ti
to slip into some of his I,
neglected personae: ·che gc
frontman, the drunken/
cabaret star, and the world\\
rocker. Brother Dave Sf
most of his time in the b
ground, stepping to the J
front to . ham it up Jor
blazing, if simpre, guitar S(
These two seem to be get
along again, so there was ·
tension evidenced on st
Bassist Jim Rodford loc

Karl Goldkamp and Jeanne Simmons in a scene
~from the Durham Stage Company's
·
· production of AIL My Sons. (DSC photo )
hilarious, but performed ably, the surprising choice of "The
in his warmup suit and stuffed Hardway," a mid -seventies "I
down baseball cap. Keyboardist Can't Explain" rip off.
The rest of the evening conIan Gibbons and drummer Bob
Henrie were ~mazingly forget - tinued with this pleasing change
table in their supporting roles.
of pace. Gone were many of the
The band hit the stage to a recent filler ·cracks. Back were
humorous muzak -like mesh of , the favorites from the late
. "Yo·u Really Got Me," and "Do sixties and the seven des, a
It Again." Why this music was
nostalgia filled show for Kinks
ever made, God only knows. The fans brought up on One For The
first sign that The Kinks were road, their end of the seventies
making an attempt to put on live anthology.
"
a different show was· a change_,
Highlights included the five
in opening songs, from the- · song, slightly failed, but greatly
trademark "Around The Dial" entertaining, conceptual section
to a eight, reworked version of
• Word of Mouth's "Do It Again. " KINKS, page 16
,T his was quickly followed by
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Technopop Sterility,
or Pop Music Charm?
Intimate Stran,J!,ers
Charm
1. 1rs. Records
By A rthur Lizie
It has been said many times,
but it is painfully true, looks can
be deceiving. Take Charrn 'f or
example, the debut album from
Enghrnd 's Intimate Strangers.
~ Upon picking up this LP, most
know ledgable music listeners
wou Id see two guys in - long
overcoats looking rather serious
in their slight hint of a five
o'clock shadow and say, "This,
my dear, is technopop." And
these know ledgable music !is- ,
teners would be right.
·
Technopop is not always the
dirty word that many people
would have you believe. There
have been some really good
bands whose main thrust is
synthesizers. Intimate Strangers
use their synthesizers and drum
machines in tandem with tight,
inoffensive pop tunes, the mark

Woody Allen~
Nostalgic
-......1

of<~ clever band. It is tech.no and
•pop; not all good , not all bad.
Intimate Strangers is in ac tuality the duo Richard Spel lman and Sean Lyons. Vocalist
Spellman is the key here, with
his enticing. mix of Trevor
Horn/Colin Hay/Steve Winwood _yocals, even slipping in
an obvious, if obnoxious, Bowie
tribute. These guys, formerly
Raise the Dragon, have at least
some claim to the Bowie legacy,
as guitarist Lyons co -wrote
"Criminal World" from Bowie's
Let ·s Dance LP. Sideman Pickford ~ykes, the keyboard player, ·
and Richie Stevens, drum programmer, also have a big part
in moulding the band's s·o und.
There are two r~ally likeable
songs on the disc, "Let Go," and
"In the Wilderness." Both have
clever, danceable floating synth
riffs, steady 9rums, and alluring
vocals, not unlike Go West, just
not as obnoxious.

The first single, the dance
clt'1b hit, "Raise the: Dragon ,"
is slightly entertaining, but has
too many things happening in
addition t(j the basic C<)ntent of
the song that de tract from the
song's abiri.ty to please.
"The Blue Hour" is an extreme and boringforay into the
temple Bowie. There •is no
discernabk reason why some one would want to rip t~e man
off this much.
The album's six other inoff~nsive, often t'orgettable dance
tracks, from the Style ·Councilinfluenced "Child of the Dust"
to "Struck by Lightning," which
. has virtually the same drum
track clS "General Public," seem
to be mere filler.
Neither intimate nor strange,
Charrn 'is a typical techno workout album . It .contains a fe.w
really good tracks, · and a lot of
filler . Wait and hear the good
tunes at your favorite nightspot.

Dq_;;J ................................•..... and a Glimpse
at a Theater
Depariment
Event
'a
~

Radio D ays
an Orion Pictures Release
to do anything to make it into
'By D 3:vid W hitney
big -time radio. Diane Keaton
Woody Allen is getting sen~ makes a cameo appearance as
timental in his old age. "Radio a s inger during New Year's
·
Days," his newest movie, is, broadcast.
The soundtrack of the film
based on what it was like to grow
up in the radio days o L the is interesting, ranging from
thirties and forties. Those of Tommy Dorsey to the famous
us born in the baby boom War of the Worlds broadcast.
generation have grown up with It even tells the .famous story
the boob tube, Radio .in those of the Phelps girl who fell down
,·
days gave people a connection a well and died.
· The. film progresses in dis to the rest of the world, pr6viding music to real life as a embodied and apparently ran soundtrack would provide music dom episodes, a technique Allen
to a movie. In this movie Allen has used successfully in films
shows the nostalgia of youth, like " Annie Hall" and "Take
. complete with anecdotes aboqt the Money and _R un." Only a few
his family and episodes about scenes in the film really produce
the famous stars of the radio.
genuine belly laughs. One is
The actors in this film are too when Woody's uncle in the film
numerous to mention. Most of listens to a hysterical story on
them are little known or un- the radio of how a pitcher on
known which add great realism a professional baseball team
to the parts they play. Allen subsequently loses a leg, an arm
doesn't appear in the film but and his eyesight but manages
does narrate from the first · to come back each season be person. Mia Farrow appears in cause he has "real heart," acthe small part of a pre,t ty but cording to the radio accouncer.
squeaky-voiced candy girl ready
This fi!m does not try to be .

..

.

.

.

funny all the time. Half the time
it leans toward the nostalgic.
For instance, Allen's character
is taken by his aunt's date to
Radio City Music Hall. It is there
that he remembers that the
music hall was the most beautiful thing he ever saw.
This film fails if you try to
compare it to older, funnier .
films in Allen's career. That is
why many of thes~ films fai l,
being chokeq by th~ preconceived desires and expectations
the audience brings with them.
It is similar to what Orson
Welles went through after making "Citizen Kane," people
expecting-him to top it.
"Radio Days" is more of a
bittersweet comedy as opposed
to a slraight forward comedy.
That is what one should expect.·
:The film ends with Allen saying
that with the passing of the
_years, these memories ··grow
dimmer and dimmer." There
may not be much to laugh at,
but the film is never. boring
either.

- - - - - - - - K I N KS- - - - - - - - - (continued from page 15)
from the new Lp, Think Visual.. the charming versatility of the promptly launced into a bizarre,
_To better present this more band, the former a slow, sor- one vers--e, one chorus version
delicate material was one of the rowful _tale of modern day of "State of Confusion."
reasons that the band chose to England, the latter a rocking ' As usual, the songs which
everyone has heard ad nauseum
play smaller places, but much . burst of social protest.
of the subtlety of the new mateOther delights were the plea- since birth were given their
rial was lost on Saturday night's santly nostalgic romps through nightly workout": 'You Really
crowd. The middle class angst "David Watts," just as strong Got Me," "Lola," and "All Day
of "Worktng atthe Factory" and as The Jam's cover version, and and All Of The Night." Luckily,
the seductive cabaret tones of Muswell Hillbillies "20th Cen: these were more compact ver- .
"Welcome to Sleazy Town" tury Man," the latter played at sions than the band ·has been
were especially powerful.
the audience's incessant request. wont to do recently.
The Kinks proudly reasserted Phyllis Lamhut, artistic director of New York's
Th.is brief sojourn into the
Unlike other recent shows,
video age was followed by a there was actually some spon- · their right to rock after 27 long, Phyllfr LamhutDance Company, is among several
quick departure by Ray, allowing · · taneity, not just the pre-planned often lean years on the road. If guest artists participating in the New England regional
. Dave to showcase his much . fodder of most arena rock this show was any 'i ndication,
the band will be stronger than of the Arperican co,llege dance festival at·UNH. Thefestival
maligned vocal abilities. "Living shows.
On A Thin Line," the highpoint
· During the encore, Ray ran ever two years from now to runs Ma,r:ch 5 th~ough 7, with public performances each evening
of the 1985 Boston Garden over to the othe~ members, gave celebrate their silvei-: anniver- at 8 p:m. in theJohnson Theater of the Paul Creative Arts
show; arid "Guilty," displayed them_instructions, and the band . sary.
~em~,r-- CT9m Caravagli,~_pho~o)
·
, ·.• ·
'
'

'
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---~-----TASK--------(contin_ued from page 9)
· _hand, they are student organizations.
A line between UNH Public
Safety responsibility and Durham Police juri_sdiction becomes
le£s visible during occasions
such as Homecoming weekend.
Negotiations take _place to decide who has thejob of directing
traffic during the football game.
To confuse matters more,
sever a I frat er nit i e_s have
changed jurisdictions from
UNH to Town to UNH again

such as A TO and Acacia, accord- rington as well.
The Town of Durham, the
ing -ro UNH Public Safety Di- U nive,:sity System,_ and the
rector David Flanders.
The Task Force will try to fraternities and sororities all
take a system~wide approach have robe taken into considwhen addressing all of these · eration in implementing Task
recommendations. The campus Force r~commendations. Alts expanding and budgets are though little has been decided
being trimmed at the same time. as of yet, Flanders is positive
According to Flanders, Pµblic about potential University Safei:y is not only responsible Town decisions . .
"At least it is a foundation",
for UNH property in Durham
but in Mad bu rv. Lee and Bar- said Flanders.

-INDIANS~
(continued from page 10)

~ Durllam Bike

Call

c~!me
•

used bikes $30-$30-0

Sun Tan Center

-~\\//~

one-day repair·s

· ·.c0 P...iv_,_
D ur.;_ ._,,a,m
""l

I

·

RESUMES

·

- . Attention ~- ~
-----Students

~

---

--;;, 1,,~"
30 calendar days
for $39.00

electronically typed

Groups of 3
or more'$30.oo ·ea.

$18.50 includes

16,278 to ·choose from-all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Nlilil sqnq:~~J;;9.a~~2

Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance ·
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

z+:5:S-F=~e
1

868-5634

Union Building.
Following the film, Gustafson
will dis.cuss the film and give
.
an update on the siruati~n.
Gustafson hopes the fdm w1U
-raise awareness of the unjust
relocation.- "We want to make
sµre pressure is maintained ... we
feel this will keep it from
Monday-Friday 12-5 Saturday 9-12 noon
happening," Gustafson said. He
also ·said the government's ·
,..
action is a threat to all Indians.
"This arbitrary removal can ·
·:
happen to all of us ... any of
us ... this is a dangerous preceJenkins C_o urt •_ 868-7031
·
deac.:·

IRIIIAICH PAPIIII,

CA:&l?E-N TRY

typing, 25 resu~es,_matching sheets, envelopes
.

.

· revisions made easily w/ our 1 yr. me~ory storage
Open 8:30-5:30, Mon-Fri :

130 Congress St.
Portsmouth; N. H.
431-7047
Downtown
(on Kari-Van route)

§8
§
§
§
§

TIME TO GET INTO
THE -RUNNING!
§
FOR STUDENT I
I§
BODY
PRESIDENTIAL .I
I
AND VICEPRESIDENTIAL 1
POSITIONS

I

PETITIONS NOW
AVAILABLE

·I ·4TTHESTUDENTSEN ATE

I · OFFICE. RM . .130 MUB.
8s

I

I

I
I

II
I

§

HURRY!
DUE MARCH 30th, _1987

s

Campus Rage
Boxer shorts with your own cus.tom imprint.
Sho"' off your dorm, fraternity or sorority ...
Place your order now for spring break.
In-House Art Dept

603/431-8319
3131 Lafayette Road (Rt_e 1) , Portsmouth . N.H

~ , . q i ~ ~
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MUB
(co~tin{ie~,fro~ page 3)_
chair.
"That seemed like a Io'f of
'" monerwhen yf>u ha.ve no mo-"
·: ney,·· ·:sai~ Ono re,. ._.. ·-,
.:.·
.;,_ Stttdem ~ody V1ce>Pres1clent
Bai-J;>ara::Ce-tefr_a txpressedlon.. cern·_ ov~,r Jµ~ qnitim.ied i-a}~ing
o,f t+ii~ £i£':_She'. sa.id the fee''ha.d
dsell $5 Iait year, and $I? 'this
."year: · .~ ',: · . _
.•.
·
"Wh'cin is .this g<Jing to·~ve_n
off?" she asked.
· .:
Onore . said he hopecl -r.Jhe
_. :m~:n:y .~flJJl,_ facilities would
gener·acte -m'.0:re ·to _take'\the
.. bur4en off th'e student's b1.ck.
. · He pointed~•·t q new reven~nue
. gener-ati·ng programs sue;h as
the Picture Place as one step,
and s·aid the spc>t currendy_ held
by Ch~n_pe~ 11 ~oulq _proh~bly
be. ~urnea 1,:1tu a .M UB:tm9_,,eymaking drgflnizatiori. ':,. , ,._ . ..
· The bulk of the increase in
the Health Services fee, is go'ing
towards the riew heakh center
under work. The rest is going
towards "general operating
_increases ' aod costs" said Dean
~f Student Affairs J. Gregg
Sanborn.
·tisted .iri the budge.t is .a•
$65,150 increase in salaries and
· wages fo'r• Hood House _perso:.
nell. Dr. Peter Patterson, from
Hood House, said this is· an
attempt to attract and k'.eep
. competant ·workers at thei fa0

Ham sha ·Hicks
---------111f·"'!'-"Jll& IFri/R.:,Ole, tAq)',,

'.wia ~

~
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Patt'e rson claimed to have
trouble filling in vacancies
bec'a:use of thefow salary,off~i;ed.
He: said ,one nurse position is
still open presently. despite a
wide campaign for a qualified
applicant. . ·
. "Obvioiisly. anyone in- ·'the
· Health facility is not in the ·
- money ,m~king field," said Pat. terson of the low salaries offered
. *~¥
t h e·sta_ff ,, , . _
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_______By Bob Durling

'j~fll}lln' j ake _

,__

___,

NEX7t
I
0

by Mike· Petets
,.

OH,OM .. ,tASSIE IS

R6ALLY ttJ TROOBLS
THIS TIM!,, . ·:
f

MtS SPOIJSOR HAS
·t>ROPP6t> MIM BE·CAU&E1HE RATINGS
'AR~ POWN~ ••

ANt> NOW TH6 ·
N.eTWORK M~
CANC~ HtS
PR06RAM.,,

eo~™656sl!OW6l ·

AR6 eeTrtNG- ·• .
R6AL15TIC, -
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BLOOM "COUNTY
mis IS WHfl<€

We WO!?K .?

WHflr ts "

,r 1

. If you are searching for fulfillment,
we invite you to join ys. We ai:e the
tolumban Fathers, Catholic missionary priests, serving the poor
·a nd the little ones in twelve Third
World -~ountries .
learn more about the rewarding work we do, ~nd your p;~sible
role in it, please write to: F)ither
· Michael Molloy, COLUMBAN
FATHERS,310 Adams St.. Quincy,
MA 02169. Naturally, there'. s no
obl_
i gation.

171€ f€/JtRAt.

5(1,.f -1YIN&

SHO€t.llC€

- Pt.lWT. .

--------K01UY?
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CLASSIFIED
Bookkeeper/ Receptionist-Knowledge of
office procedures a must. Daily recor.d
keeping of account receivables. Go.od
telephone· skills essential Hours to intludE
one evening per week. Fridays a·nct possibly
Saturday a.111. Some flexibiility in schedule. ··
Starting pay $5.00 per hour. Deadline 3/ 11
Submit resume and/or cover letter with
employment experience to: Executive
Assistant/Strafford CotJnty Prenatal &
Family Planning/ P 0. Box 791 / Dover.
N.H. 03820.

LOOKING FOR ROOMMATE at 34 Young
Drive DESPERATELY' Huge. single. fully
carpeted. Great place to live. For more info . .
call Ch.ristine R. at I -617-326-634 7 after
5:00 p.m. or just stop by at Young Drive
and take. a look.
I am looking for an apartment in Portsmouth
beginning June 1. If you are moving out,
or need a roommate call Carrie at 8621323 or 749-1464.

WANTED: Volunteers to help SAFE~RIDES.
· We are looking for drivers. assistants and
dispatchers. It would include two weekend
nights' from 1Opm-2am a semester_ Contact
Health Services Health Education Center
862-3823 if interested.

3 bdrm. apt. in residential neighborhood
2 bdrms. available for summer sublet, fall
~tio~ $1.1~/':.19:_~~ll~ean or K.;it 74.9::1_!_39
HELP WANTED

"Looking _for an opportunity to apply your
·business s·kills and organiza·tional ability ... doing part-time work in May and fulltime in June? Apply for the Scheduling
Coordinator position. Dean of Students
~~i~E3 . .Huddleston '=1all~y Mar~h..~ .
OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer. yr. round.
Europe, S. Amer., Australia, Asia. All fields.
900-2000 mo. Sightseeing. Free info., Write
IJC, PO Bx 52-NH 1 Corona Del Mar, CA
92625.

Earn $480 weekly-$60 per h•undrect .envelopes stuffed. Guaranteed. Homeworkers
needed for company project stuffing
envelopes and assembling materials.-Send
stamped self addressed envelope to JBK
Mailc9mpany, P.O. Box 25-87, Castaic,
California, 91310.
·
·

BARTENDING. COURSE: Spring Break
Special one-week course. For details call
Master Bartender S~hool. 84 Mai,n .St..
Newmarket. N,H. Tel. 659-3718.
DOT PERSONAL COMPUTER ($300 or
BO) Includes MSDOS VER 1.25. Volkswriter. MASM. DOT-IBM TRANSFER PROGRAM, and other software. Parallel printer
port. all documentation. technical reference
· manual. original box. (30) 3 ..5" diskettes.
· many other programs available through
DOT USERS GROUP. Call 603-778-9522
~~xeter. leave message anytime _

Office Workers Needed: College Work
Study posifion. ·available ?t the .Social ,
Security Office in Po.rtsmouth, NH. Pay
$6.00 per hour.

1982 Chevy 1 ton Sportvan. 350 . v- 8. new
c1utomatic trans .. new front tires. ·P.S.,_P.s.:
air conditioning, C.B .. AM/FM cassette.
sink with running water. built-in cooler, large .

GREAT SUMMER JOBS 1 at popular boys'
summer camp on Lake Winnipe.saukee.
Write: Camp DeWitt, Box 2106 Wolfeboro

bed in back. in great ~hape. $3900. Call
868-9?23 or 868-6523. [)an F. - ···- - - -

0-bert needs a good home! Full size video ·
arcact·e game. Can provide amusement
Personal Care Attendant needed for-- at your next party. Game can be set on
disabled person. Pay $5.00/hour. 24 1 /2
free play or you can collect$$ toward your
hours a week. Qualifications: personal care. · ne1<1 keg! $299. Call for more details 868· · - - ··-·-------food 'preparation and hous~cleaning at- 7327 e~~. -- ·- ·•·
Bagdad Wood Apartmen'ts accessible to
1979 Chrysler LeBaron. black with all
UNH siudents. Call Greg af 772-3803. after
leather interior. P.S .. P.B .. new trans .. 2
door. air conditioning. must sell now $2,100
7 p.m. Thanks.
N.H_.~~.~ (569-268.1).

Summet Opportunity-Fine r.esidential camp
for girls in Vermont seeking women counsetors/instructors. mid-June through midAugust. Gymnastics. tennis. sailing, riding.
can.oeirig, waterfront. drama . ceramics,
arts & crafts. fietdsports. tripping instructo.rs.
, Non-slT)okers. good character and love
of children. Call Lochearn Camp (802) 333- ·
4211.
'

THE FAR SIDE

Ser-vices
Carpentry. painting. home impr'ovement.
Top quality work at a low price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 eveni~gs
Guitar Instruction: study with a G.I.T. Grad.
Technique. improvisatio,nal concepts :
harmony and theory. ear training. All levels.
Call NOW 659~7442.
TRUCKING: College senior with a truck
can do: moving. a·nct hauling and rubbish
removal. 5 yrs. expern:;; nce. References
available Call Mal Macinnes 868-6190
or 868-6144.

Female wanted for summer position to plan
life enrichment program for one or two 7
Professors/Students: TQo busy for 'typing?
year old girls. Mon-Fri. Need creative. fun
Call 332-V\IORD for your word protessing
loving and energetic applicant. Possible
~eds AccuratE;: fast serv_ice at fair prices.
live in. Drivers license required. Call Kristi
(207)439-3564 evenings (603)436-8500 .
TRAVEL
~ys .
Last chance for Spring Break P·a ckages
to Daytona or Pa;aim,1 City . Florid'a. Call
Melissa at 749-6195 or Sam a,t 868-3104. ·
Price for Panama is $188, for Daytona is
$;219. and this includes round trip motorcoach'
Electric Guitar for sale: Black Memphis
Les Paul Copy. Must sell. $95. Good
condition. Volume and t0ne controls. 3
pickup combination switch. Call 868-9830
·or 862 : 1323.

Seniors/Grad Students: Manage onca.mpus Marketing programs for Fortune
500 Companies. Excellent Business opportunilf. Call Campus Dimensions, Gene
.or Michelle, 1-800-592-2121.

Personal Care Attendc1nt: No experience
necessary. Mornings and/ or afternoons.Easy work, great b·oss $5 hour. Call Dan
692-4764 evenings ...

1971 Chevy Impala: 350 engine. runs great,
convertible. snow tires. new paint and
exhaust. $750. Ed 862-4314 or Ruth 37 42345.

or 8.0. 868-6158 Dave ··- · - · --··--·----Audi 5000 s.Diesel. manua·t transmission.
5 yrs. old. 70,000 rniles. Top condition. 4
door sedan. all the fixings. $3.750. Call
~ .3-.~.~-9-?__ ._ ___ _ . . - -·-- -·------

"We seek to quenc·h N:ie thirst tor Reggae
at th e University of New ~ampshire ·_
famous philosopher. Tickets on sale now.·

"We seek to quench the thirst for Reggae
at the UniversiJy of New Hampshir.e•·_
~mous .philosopher .. Tickets on .salf3 ~?."."·

Debbie ·Y-How th.e hell are you? ·A-re "you
alive ·oar drowning in insurance exams??
Let's go out and pick up good looking
~ .tell1gent .men vvith ~ASH! Carrie

M-ARSTON HOLJSE-it ;iii~~ .~~~d~mic .
Summer In Europe $239 - Lowest Sche dorm. a.nd a whol·e iot more." Tho.se
. duled Fares to all of Europe from Boston. · interested. call Ann Lawing. from ResidenCall 1 (80Qj 325-2222
tial Life. # 1875.

Pregnant? Need Help? Free pregnaricy
testing and in·f ormation on abortion and
alternatives. Call 749-4441
BE AFRAID. BE VERY AFRAID. .. The Fly ...
Friday night in the PUB. Shows at 8 & 10

f!.:!Tl:

~? st.~d~~t.~9.rniss,011_._

"Kiss of the Spider Woman. " Thursday night
7:00 & 9:30. $1 student• admission. In the
Str~.tford Room .
TICKETS ,ON SALE NOW 111 For the REGGAE DANCE PARTY in the MUB PUB.
~arch 27th:.[)~~_'t_missth.~
Come.get tangled up with the NHOC-Climb
Mt. Chocorua and play on a ropes course.
April 10-12. Sign l'JP 1n room 129-MUBNHOC omce-~?.~xperience necess.~~t . .
Carpentry. paintirig. home improvement.
Top quality work at a low. price. Free
estimates. Call Charlie 433-2214 evenings.
Support Grou·ps tor Women Who Have
Been Abused (assault. sexual assault. date
rape. incest. battering. attempted rape.
stranger rape). Tuesdays all semester.
3:00-4:30 p.m. at c ·ounseling and Testing.
Schofield House. for more information call
3698 and ask for Dani.

"We seek to quench the thirst for Reggae
at the University ot New Hampshire ~ .mous .philosoph.er Tickets on sale now.
BE AFRAID BE VERY AFRAID ... The Fly ...
Friday night in the PU13 . Shows at 8 & 10
E:_m $2 student admission.
"Kiss of the Spider Woman.'. Thursday night
7:00 & 9:30. $1 student admission. In the
Strafford Room.
TICKETS ON SALE NOW11 1For the REGGAE DANCE PARTY in the MUB PUB.
March 27th. Don·t miss thisll
Don·t miss hearing a MOHAWK INDIAN .
Bob Gustafson speak on a land dispute
in Arizona. Also. the Academy Award
winning documentary film will be shown
highlig~ting the Indian culture and views
on the land dispute. March 8. Sunday. 2i:.30 pm:. 3tr~tford Rm. FREE A[)tv11SSl()N
.Your chance to.·see the NH Notables LIVE 11
This Friday at the Open Stage Coffeehouse
at the Catholic Student Center. 7:30

Kim. I really didn't know what to write. Thanx
!_c?.r beinga .grE;at friend. Bi_ll_ .
A PEACEFUL PLACE OR SO IT LOOKS
FROM Sf=>ACE .. .But down here it's hell
BE AFRAID. BE VERY AFRAID. "The Fly.:·
To the person who took my long stonewithout DEAD tickets' If you can help us ·
. Friday night in the PUB. Sho.ws at 8 & 10
washed .denim jacket from SAE last Thursplease call Stu or Joanne at 862-1490.
day night. 2/26/87. I would appreciate
Thanks.
E:_m .$? s.t.~-?~.nt__~~missio~_·- ··
GAY MEN-Gay researcher seeks votunit if you would return it to me. If not the jacket.
. - -· ··- ·· --- ····"We seek to quench the thirst for Reggae
leers tor a study of the person':'llity charI would at least like my keys back that were
acteristics. of gay men. Confiden.tiality
at the University ot New Hampshire " on a Chrysler keych 9 in in on.e of the
famous philosopher Tickets on sale now:
assured. Contact: Paul C./Counseling and
pockets. Contact Deidre cf! 862-4082. No
If you are forced to have sex. are sexually
.9_1Jestions as~E;d
Testing Center/ Sch of i e Id
assaulted. or raped and would like to talk
House/University of New Hampshire/Du"Kiss of the Spider Woman.·· Thursday night
to a woman who has been trained to help
rham. N.H. 03824/(603)86°2-2090
7:00 & 9:30. $1 student admission. In the
in these situations. call 862.- 1212 day or
Stratford Room.
FINANCIAL AID: S9 urces Joca1f d for
·- .- { ; ; .
night and ask for a RAPE CRISIS COUN freshmen/ sophomores by computer. ReasSELOR.
'
.
TICKETS ON SALE NOW"' For the REG- · - ·· -··· ·-··- ··--·--··-. •. - -···-·-·-··-·--··-ona b Ie rates. Money back guarantee.
GAE DANCE PARTY in the MUS PUB.
"KissoftheSpiderWoman."ThurscJaynight
Academic fundsearch .. PO BOX K. P,lyMarch 27th. Don 't miss this 11
7:00 & 9:30. $1 student admission. In the
mo1,1th. NH 03264.
An Academy Award winning documentary
Strafford Room.
..
-·- - ·······--·-··---Come get tangled up with t~e NHOC-Climb .. film. "Broken Rainoow.' ~witl be sJ;i9wn along
. TICKETS ON SALE NOWtll For the REGMt.. Chocorua and play on a ropes course.
with MOHAWK INDIAN .discussion leader
GAE DANCE PARTY in the MUB PUB. , April 10-12. Sigo up in room 129-MUBBob G,ustafson Views oh the Arizona Big
March 27th. Don't mis.s ! h ~-- ···- ··-- _
~HOCoffice-No experien.ee necessary. _ Mountain lar}d di,s p,ute will be shown.
FREE ADMISSION. A MOHAWK INDIAN
Don 't want to drive home with an intoxicate.ct
through the movie and speaker. March 8tn.
enriches your knowledge on the land
driver? Call SAFE RIDES at 862-1414.
Sunday. 2-4:30 p.m Strafford Room. MUEl.
dispute in Arizon·a. Also. "Broker] Rainbow"
Thursdays through Saturday. 10 r:im-2_am.
FREE ADMISSION.
an Academy Award winning documentary
New Hampshire Outing- Club-1) $7 .00
J-Happy
B: day kid' we·re b.oth getting
film will enlighten you with the rnctians'
membership tee for unlimited FREE use
to be antiques. 10 more days &_we're in
culture. March 8th, Sunday. 2-4:30 p.m.
of any cabin tor a whole year' 11 2) 'Access
the sunshine. Get ·' stoked ... Partying wi·II
Strafford Rqom. MUB . . .·- ·- --·--··-· ---··to affordable equipment rental!II 3) NuE~evail 1Seniori~~ .~its. Lov_e. Bet~e.
BE AFRAID. BE VERY AFRAID. "The Fly,"
merous fun. exciting trips offered Ill 4)
OPEN STAGE this Friday at the Catholic
Friday night in the. PUB. Shows at 8 & 10
Cabins in. the White Mounfains! 1! For more
·st~dent Center .. The good times start at
p.m .. $2.stuoent admission.
-··- ·-- ______ _
info contact 862-2145 MUB Rm. 129.
. 7:.30•p.m. Free' food. free admission'. Be
Spring Break Jama)ca-Project Manager
· Friends don't let 'frieni:::ts drink and drive.
there'
needed. FREE vacation plus $$$. 1-800SAFE-RIDES. Thursdays through Satur-

7 0 1
For Sate: 1985 Ford Escort L. 5 speed. Air, - ~ . :?. :-- ·--- ----·
YEAH CREW!' Attention last year's Freshrienne 559 _5139 .
rrian Camp counselors. This year's theme
will be read on March 4 at 9:00 p:m. ir:i the
Forum Room. You are all invited and we 'd

.?.

AM/ FM stereo, asking. $4100. Call Ad-

By GARY LARSON

• Learn Bartending"-Spring Break, special
one -week course. For details call Master
Bartencier School, 84 Main.. Newmarket ..
N.H. .Tel. 659-3718.

love to see you' -Thf3 198~~.~~~!?~~-- ..
Desperately Seeking Dead! 1! Are you
looking to unload any extra tickets? If so,
please ask for Stu or Joanne. at 862-.1490.
"Kiss of the Spider Woman." Thursday night
7:00 & 9:30. $1 student admission. In the
Strafford Room.

~ys. 1o.p.m.-2 a.m ... call 862~ 141.4 ..
BE AFRAID. BE VERY AFRAID. It is unwise
to provoke the Graphic High Priestessshe carries a sharp. sharp x-acto knife and
~ .li~ves_~~~t !~-~~~9e is sweet. ...
"Kiss of the Spider Woman." Thursday night
Y:00 & 9:30. $1 student admis.sion. In the
Room.
-Strafford
-. . __ ,.. ______
________
.,.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!II For the REGGAE DANCE PARTY in the MUB PUB.
March 27th. Don't miss this!'
__,.
-- - -----~· -

Dana-Thari.k.you for the 'ia~ghter. the hugs.
the smil'es: and the talks . Tl:lank you d 'or
through the ups and downs• you were still
willing to stick with me_and ta~e a,chance.
Thank you for Michigan and tor wonderful
fall' Thank you for Christmas and New
Years. Thank you for all the love you've
given me. and for being my best friend .
I love you so very much,. and I took forward
to many more happy years. All my Jove.
now and forever...love. Heather.

a

TICKETS ON SALE NOWtll For .the REG GAE DANCE PARTY int.he MUB PUB.
March 27th. Don't miss this!!
Ellen. Kelly and Katie you are the Greatestll
We can 't thank you enough for everything
you've done. We had a lot of tun because
of y0u threell Love. y9i.Jr SAE Little Sister
pledge class.
- -- --'-

"We seek to quench the thirst for Reggae
at the University of New Hampshire"~r:r,_o.l!.~ philosopher. Ti~kets on sale now.
Tom Z.-Are we the balls cir what? Any
company that passes us up is cutting its ·
own throat 1! If we started our own company- ;
between your looks and my brain (ha ha)we 'd be millionaires in no timet It's nice
to have you to commiserate with' ___ _

)~

"Mom ~id no sitting on the edge, Wayne:• ··

1-

, f ~~

BE AFRAID. BE VERY AFRAID. :·_The Fly,"
-Fri-day night in the PUB. Shows at. 8 & 10
E:.'21:.$.2 student admissi?._n_._ _ _
NHOC B9 hama Blast Pre-Trip Mee,ting'!_
7 p.m. Hillsborough Rm. MUS, Wed .. ¥arch
4. Call 2145 for more info.
·
· ·
..

..

.

.

·.'.

1

_,.-

'"

~ Mf PULLO ENTERPRISES

.

.

.

:I .,,.,.~

'Ji ,.;, ;.. # -, it.
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jacfett lfou5e

·- commuters:·

WE WANT
VOUI
Become a Student Senator!
• Student Senate is looking .for 3 commuter senators .
Jor the remainder of the academic year.

Dawn 862-4432
Sackett Room 11 9
Dan 862-4433
, Sackett Room 210

' For More information
Contqct:

or Mary 862-:4436
Richardson

• N_o Experience necessary.

.

COME & FROLIC IN OUR POOL!

· •Gr.ea~ opportunity for future positions.
• For more information ,and an application come to
. the Student Senate Office Room '130 MU B.
-1 • i

r; i

''"

-,.

J p,.;,; ('

f.)f.

:

•

GAMES & 'PRIZES!

BRING A FRIEND!
'

'

WEAR. YOUR FAVORITE JAMS!

~

\

POSITION AVAILABL E \ as

SCHEDULING
COORDINATOR
for

FRESHMAN ORIENTATION '87

i
;,,

PART~r1MEin MAY';,:, , ,
FULL-TIM E in .JUNE
Terms: $4.25/hour +Free Room· in J~.n e
+ Free Meal Pass •in June -' ·
·oR (Your Choice)
$4.75/hour + Free Meal ~ass in June
APPLICATIO NS AVAILABLE in the

. !

,·

I.

.

'

l

l

Dean of Students· Office 2nd floor Huddle_ston Hall APPLICATION DEADLINE: .MARCH · 4 ·

! '
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Gymnasts IOse
By Colleen Donahue
The good news: The Wildcats
outscored URLSat. Feb., 21 ( not
tlie other way around) . The 'Cats
. won that meet. The bad news:
The 'Cits lost last Saturday's
ineet at Cornell.
"We should ha ~e won thjs
meet," said Gail Goodspeed,
head coach for the UNH women's gymnastic team. She attributes the team's loss, however,
not to the team's performances.
but co· the "totally inaccurate
judging" she believes the 'Cats
received.
: The final score for UNH was
168.45, nine-tenths of a point
behind Cornell's 169.35. ,This
is the lowest total score UNH
has seen this year. ."In my_mind,
and I think in the team's mind,
we won the meet," said Goods peed.
.
Although disturbed by the
performances the gymnasts
gave on the uneven bars, Goodspeed was very pleased with the
rest of the meet. She noted that,
. "The sco~es de.) not re.fleet the
performances ._'.' Even with the
mistakes on bars, Goodspeed
feels the gymnasts were dras tically underscored. She stated
. an apt analogy; "It's like .some.one playing basketball, making
basket, and having the referee
say it's no basket."
Goods peed was pleased not
' only with the gymnasts' performances, but with the attitude
they display.ed. That is, they
dido' t allow the low scoring to
shake their confidence . "Instead," said a proud Goodspeed,

a

SKIING
(continued from page 23)
relay squad were good enough
to take fifth pla'ce in the -e vent.
The women's team finished
in fifth place, where they have_
ended up in four of the five
carnivals they have competed
in this season.

As a _team, the UNH women
earned second place in the
slalom event. Severe id fin-ished
sixth in ,that race and Pierce's
ninth place finish followed by
Gustafson in tenth supported

the Wildcat €ffort.
Gustafson carhe in tenth for
the giant slalom and co-captain
Anne Guerrero took fifteenth
in the cross-country to highlight
the event for UNH.

"they were excellent."
Since the scores given aren 't
· reflective of the gymnasts '
capability, these reported shoufd.
only emphaS'ize the drastic
underscoring the 'Cats faced.
Not one gymnast received a
score higher than 8.65 for the
floor exercise. An event, for
UNH, that generally sees much
higher scores. "Our team was
great ind sold good floor routines," said Goodspeed.
There was one fall on the
beam, and even there Goods peed feiels Michelle. Sawyer's
7.35 was grossly inaccurate.
Individually, Betsy Anderson,
competing as all--around for her
first time, came in second place
for the meet's entire competi- .
tion. Peggy Donovan came in
third place.
This · week the 'Cats face
Northeastern in the last mee·t
to see tJNH compete at home.
Goodspeed expects "a very good
meet. A lot of people should be
in this meet." She is .hoping
Diane Aubut will be ready for
competition, and Michelle Saw- .
yer has added events to her
routine. The team is also paying
tribute to their two seniors, cocaptain Beth Raynor and Peggy
Doflovan.
Although UNH has previously beaten Northeastern (by
three points), Goodspeed anticipates a tough meet. "They're
after us, and they're a good
team." 1t will be an exciting
meet, held this Saturday at 1:00 The UNi-1 gymnastics team dropped a tough one to the Big Red of Cornell this past weekend.
in the Lundholm Gymnasium.
The Wildcats entertain the Huskies of Connecticut at Lundholm Gym this Saturday. (Charles
Smith,Jr. photo)_

-1ELEPHOIIE TAPE LIIIE
Self-Improvement ··
A!_ljJ~r-

__

.

.

·'

Fighting _Constructively...5
Expressing Negative Thoughts and Feelings ...6
Dealing wafh - -·· --·-~- . · ·-Constructive Criticism ... 7
Dealing.with Anger...8
UnderstandingJecilousy and
How to Deal with it...9

Depression
What is Depression ..A31
How fo Deal with ···
Depression ...432
H t De
ow o
al with ·
Loneliness ... 32
~pression as a lifesfyle...433

Stress and Am,dety
Anxiety and Possible·
Ways to Cope with it...30
' How to Handle . Fears ... 33
.,
Coping With Sties·s... 38 - Relaxation Exercises ...37
Conflkt and Mediation ... 312
Understanding Grief... 85
th
4
Dea and Dying ...8

Time Management... 15 (new tape)
· Self Assertiveness ...402 . - ·
Building Self Esteemed
Confidence...35
Standing Up for Yourself... 10
Becoming Independent from
Parents ...478'
TheValue and Use of
Self-Talk... 36
What is Counseling and How
to use,·t...61 _·
Learning to Accept Yourself...44

Sexuality
Male Sex R 1 40
o es....
Male Homosexualify:
.. 21
Dealing with lmpotence...23
Timing Problems in Male Sexua.lify... 24
Female Sex Roles ... 39
Fen:'ale Homosexualify... 20
Female Orgasm Problems ..-;22.

. Friendship
Friendship -Building ... 1
H 1· ·
·F · d 90
e ping a nen
s .;.
Recognizing · uicidal
--~eling i~ f>thers ..:4?_2

·

Dating

c.i

Dating Ski Ils ... 18
· Infatuation or Love ... 70 .
,Things to Consider in Looking
for a Mate.. .71 ·_
·
Types of lntimacy...3
How to Cope with a ,Broken
Relationship ... 83
Physical lntimacy...4

H,ealth-Related Issues
Early, sign of an Alcohol
Problem ... 160
. Respons1·b1e· Dec1·s1·o·ns abou·t
Drinking.:: 161
I've been Raped, What
DDo I ~o? ...315
_
ea Iing with an Alcoholic
ParenL479
Anorexia Nervosa & Bulimia ... 215
Herpes-symptoms and
·Diagnosis:...209
AIDS-Reducing .the Risks ... 225
AIDS-Symp·.toms and .
Diagnosis ... 218

0ewtape)_ Ac~uaintance Rape ... 319
: Dial 862-3554 any night from 6:00 to 12:00 p'.m. and select the tape you wish to hear. The tapes run about six mint..,tes.
If you have any questions when the tape is over, a Cool-Aid member will come cock on the line. Tape line is a service
provided by Cooi~Aid in conjuction With Counseling and Testing .. Cool-Aid is a student funded organization. Our Hotiine .
number is 862-2293.
·
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'Cats' playoff hopes shattered by NU ·
By Chris Heisenberg

utes later Scott Hro~n. stole the
The curtain will fall on the puck from a defenseman at the
UNH men's hockey season at side of the net and tucked it in
Snively on Friday night, as the the empty corner for a 4-2.lead.
'Cats will not make the playoffs
Northeastern then started
in 1987.
attacking UNH, which went
That was de-rermined by last into a defensive shell to protect
night's. 5-4 loss to Northeastern the lead. Twice the Huskies hit
at Mathews Arena. The defeat posts . behind Rota, before Hefleft UNH with a 5-23-3 Hockey fernan sent a wristshot past the
East record, behind 7-21-3 Prov- UNH goalie.
idence for the final playoff slot.
At 13:04, Rossi circled from
Friday's game will be the last behind the net and got thre~
_for five seniors on the squad; shots on net before fin ally
Captain James-Richmond, Chris getting caught by a defenseman.
Laganas, Allister Brown, Peter_ Unfortunately, by then he had
Wotton and-Greg Rota.
whacked the puck behind Rota. ·
It appeared that UNH would · Thirty-seven seconds later Hefkeep their playoff s<:enario alive fernan broke between the UNH
with a win, leading 4-2 with ten · defense and while on the ice sent
minutes left in-the game, but a backhand under defenseman
Husky Kevin Heffernan· sand- Chris Grassie and Rota in the
wiched two goal? around team- - crease to give Northeastern the
mate Rico Rossi's goal to bury 5-4 edge.
the 'Cats.
Coach Bob Kullen originally
A UNH win in this game and had planned to start freshman
in the season finale against Denver Moorehead in the game,
An unidentified Wildcat forechecks a Chief in Saturday's loss to Lowell. The team lost
Northeastern, coupled with a 'but'he was comming off the flu,
BC win over Providence would . and was scratched after the prelast night as well. (Craig ?arker photo)
have given the Wildcats the game warmup.
final playoff spot.
In the Northeastern game,
NU went up 2-0 in the first UNH was without six players
on two Da~e Buda goals, killing disqualified in Saturday night's
the early UNH momentum. The brawl with Lowell. Dan Prachar,
Huskies then pressed for more Rick Lambert, M"ark Dorval,
By Michel Lafantano
ing them to work hard too," said ·
'Tve become addicted to rowoffense, leaving the rest to Peter Wotton, Mike Roth and
The dedication of the UNH ing."
.
. Bolland.
goalie Bruce Racine. He shut Greg Boudreau were each caught crew team showed this Saturday
This may cause some friendly
Bolland enjoys pushing her
down any Wildcat opportunities for fighting as both benches . when they held their fund- body to its physical limit almost
rivalry during training to get
until 18:35 when Jeff Lazaro emptied in the 6-5 Lowell
into the best' boat, but once they
raising Row-a-thon at. the Ne- every day of the week. "It's neat
took a faceoff and quickly wrist- victory. At first only Lambert
are -out on the water it's a team
wington MalJ. The team hoped to see how far I can push my
ed a puck on net. The puck and Lowelrs Paul Ames were
to raise fifteen of the seventeen body . During prac;tice I think, sport.
deflected off a ·defender in front involved, but while they were
Holland's feelings were
thousand dollars necessary to 'My God, what am I doing thts
· and caught the upper part of the being transferred to the locktravel to Virginia over spring for?' but when Tm done I think, shared by seniQ,r Celina Grand..:
net under the ducking Racine. erroom, Chief Fred Allard went break to train.
):".ea, I can do it,' " said Bolland. - champ. Grandchamp has been
The 2-1 r;;~ore stood after one over. the -UNH''bench and chalThe physical test isn't the rowing for four years and has
"It's a necessary evil," said
period.
lenged them. At that point the Chris Allsopp, the head coach only thing that keeps Bolland a strong love and devotion for
Quintin Brickley tied the· players squared off (including of the UNH crew team, but on the team; "I do it because it the sport. "I picked it up when
game at the nine-minute mark the goalies), and the fighting
fundraising has to be done if the gives me a natural high after I srnrted college and love it , ·
·•-of t_:he .ses_ond, taking a· Rich- really broke out . .
team wants to keep up their every race, like Fve accomp - because it is such a team oriented .
inond "feed at the faceoff circle
Lowell led 5-0 by the start of present level of competitive- lished something," said Bolland. sport," said yrandchamp.
and skati_n g to the center before the second period, but UNH
Gra-ndchamp's devotion to
Bolland also said that much
ness.
· letting a wristshot go into the came back to 6-5 on the strength
Each team member was re - of the dedication on rhe team the team runs .deep, but funnear corner.
'of David Aiken's two goals sponsible for raising one comes out of the strong bond draising still presents a problem
Early in the · third period (17 ~18), and shorthanded goals hundred and seventy dollars in between team members. This for her. "I have a hard time
Lazaro added his secon_d goal by Mike Rossetti and Tim the Row-a-thon . .They raise the bond is built out of the necessity asking people for money," said
of the night on cross-ice feed Hanley 22 seconds apart. How- money by getting donations for teamwork in the sport. "It's Grandchamp. Because of this
from Kevin Schrader. His slap- ever, just as in the Northeastern from people and then rowing a flowing _s port, a team effort," she expects to pay most of the
shot found its way through game, they could not con'hect a forty -five and a thirty minute said Bolland. "You can never one hundred and seventy dollars
Racine's pads. Just three min- for the tying goal.
· -piece o,n a rowing machine.
slack-off in training, because from her own pocket. "I conAllsopp. predicted the team there are seven other people in sider it a.personal dona-tio_n to
would raise the fifteen thousand. the boat who are counting on the team.'.'
Grandchamp doesn't seem to
. "Ec;ich team member will make you."
According to Allsopp, tpis mind all the work, or even the
sure they achie_ve. their goal,"
said Allsopp. That goal being · team effort comes from a unity donation; in the end it all coines .
the one hundred and seventy of goals. That g9al may be down to the feeling she gets
dollars necessary to accumulate . winning a race, or in this case, when they race. "All the work
raising fifteen thousand-dollars. is worthwhile when I feel all
the fifteen thousand needed for
This unity of goals is what · ei-ght people work together to
spring break.
makes the team successful. make ' that boat move," said
It seemed evident from the
·
"When they work towards the Grandchamp.
dedication and love the team
UNH crew may be a little
members have for the sport that goal they gain unity of spirit,,
Allsopp's prediction would be which creates a strong bond and ' short of money, but judging
helps them to be successful," from their work on Saturday
fulfilled. But, what is it that
they are not short on spirit or
said Allsopp. ·
.
makes the members of the crew
According to Bolland, this determination. The team will
team so dedicated?
unity of goals also come out in hopefully continue to move up
Junior Jan Bolland shed some
winter training. "You push · in the ra_nks of collegiate rowing,
light on this question. Bolland
yourself during winter training but only with thf support of the
has been rowing since her
to make the best boat, but you're University and the U niv~rsity
freshp1an year and her dedicahelping everyone else by push- community.
tion is evident when she says,

Row-a-thon makes money

a

Nine Wildcat skiers in Alaska
By Paul Sweeney

The Wildcat icemen suffered losses to the Lowell Chiefs an
to Northeastern, dropping playoff hopes. (Cra1g Parker_photo)
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Four members of the UNH
women's ski team and five skiers
from the men's team are spend:ing this week in _Anchorage,
Alaska, competing in the NCAA
Championships.
Nancy Gustafson, Cindy
Pierce, Kirsten Severeid and
Kristen Spahr will represent
the women in the slalom and
. giant slalom events . which
happen Wednesday through
· Saturday.

For the men, Matt Found,
Chris Kuhn and the re_lay team
of Steve Blood, Tim Miner and
Joe Miles are across the continent.
The skiers were invited to
Alaska as a result of their
qualifying times during the
carnival season . Both teams
were in Vermont last weekend
to take part in the· Eastern
Championships .
The men gave a solid performance, finishing third behind
~,
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powerhouse Vermont and Middlebury College. UNH tallied
358 points in the 18-team
competition.
In the giam slalom event, R.J.
Turner was top finisher for the
Wildcats, placing sixteenth.
Kuhn took ninth in the slalom
arid Miner and Blood finished
11-12 in the cross-country race.
The Blood, Miner and Mi!es

SKIING, pag~ 22 .
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Sports
Women skaters, take Univers ity Cup
By Paul Sweeney
Spanning three countries,
North America covers 9,400,000'
square miles of the earth ·s
surface. Though no mascot has
solely been designated to the .
continent, for one night the
Wildcat ruled this extensive
-terrain.

There is nothing fishy ~bout the UNH women's hockey team
who are unbeaten in their last 20 games, including a victory
in the University Cup. (Craig Parker photo)

Into the Husky den

Last Saturday night ·ar Snively
Arena, the UNH women's hockey team captured the lJ niversity
Cup, 3-1 over York University
of Ontario. Symbolizing North
American supremacy .in colle giate women's hockey,· the Wildcats ·won the Cup thanks ro two
third period goals that pulled
them past the Canadians.
York was first to score, putting one past UNH's Cathy
Narsiff, who made 13 saves in
the game . Freshman hot -shot
Andria Hunter ev~ned things
up for the 'Cars i.n the second
period with assists from Heidi
Cha'l~pnik and Karey Stone.
Sophomore Wildcat Sue Hunt
gave the Wildcats the lead for
good as Chalupnik and Beth
Barnhill assisted on h~r goal at
7:44 of the third period. Barnhill
added an empty net goal to give
UNH the 3-1 victory and rights
to the University Cup.
"We played a lot better than ·
we did Thursday night .(against
Northeastern)" said coach· Russ
McCurdy. "All I can say is that
they (UNH) were up for it."
To people in Mexico, the fact

that UNH owns the women's
hockey bragging rights to their
continent probably means little
more than the price of refried
beans. But for McCurdy and his
Wildcats, it is something special.
UNH met York earlier in the
year and came away with an
. impressive 5- 1 victory. For that
reason, Wildcat captain Vi vienne Ferry thought the Uni vers iry Cup .game was going to
be a lot easier than it was.
"I didn't think it would be so
·c1<)se, " said Ferry. "We beat
them easily earlier in the year,
bur they said that was because
they were just coming off break.
They said that they ·would be
ready for us, so it was a big win."
"It's a nice symbolic triumph
for the team ," said McCurdy.
"Ir's big, it's pride, we wanted
to be the best."
That is something the Wildcats have been all year; the best.
The last time the 'Cats were on
the losing side of a game was
. November 25, twenty games
ago . Entering the ECAC play offs, McCurdy isn't sure if he
sees an ally or an enemy in this
unbeaten streak.
.
"Ir's kind o(scary, it's something I worry about because of
the law of averages," McCurdy
·said.
Taking the University Cup
was a nice push into the playoffs
which rake place at Snively this .
weekend. "It ,w as good for us

to ha_ve that _game," said
McCurdy. There 's nothing like
winning rights to a continent
to add 'a little momentum to your
play.
UNH will enjoy .t he gamefree week that they have leading
up to Saturday's playoff com mencement. "We're resting up
for that stretch drive," said
McCurdy. ·:we're kriicked up
and it's good to have the rime
off.''

The Wildcats face Harvard,
winners of the Ivy League, in
the first rt)und of the ECAC's
' on Saturday at 1:00. It will be
Harvard 's first appearance in
pos r-sea_son play. McCurdy
doesn · t foresee too much difficulty.
.
•"They are a young team and
we're deeper than they are,·: he
said . "We've got the expedence,
but we can't look past them to
· later games."
"Any day, any team can be '
really good," added Ferry. "Every team is up for us , we're
probably the biggest game on
every team's schedule. We
should win (against Harvard) ,
but we have to play our game
to do so."
.
·
More than · like ly, you can
count on a UNH-Providence or
a UNH -Northeastern final on
Sunday at 2:00. Snivley, home
of North America's Wildcats,
·hosts a.II the festivities this
weekerid.

By Stephen Skobeleff
For the UNH men's hoop·
team the road to an ECAC
North Atlantic Conference Tour- .
nament Championship begins
in Boston at Northeastern University. The Wildcats drew
fiesty head coach Karl Fogel and
his first place Huskies for
opening round action after an
unexpected second loss to the
' conference's basement repre - ·
sentatives at Colgate.
,
New Hampshire's tangle
with the· Red Raiders took place
this past Saturday when Coach
Friel and the boys honored the
Empire State with the last of
the their regular season visits
for the '86-87 campaign. Colgate
got the better of the confron tation, 79-67.
Colgate's biggest bite came
from the foul line. Every other
aspect of the game was virtually
even. The Red Raiders canned
24 of 3·0 from the stripe in the
second half and 29 of 36 (81 % )
overall. This hurt the Wildcat
squad not only point-wise but
also personnel-wise. The Durham platoon lost four players,
Mark Hauser, and starters Keith
Hinde.d ie, Keith Carpenter, and
Derek Counts to the referees'
whistle.
Colgate began the second half
with an 11 -point lead. Four
minutes into the latter p~riod
this advantage matured into an
18-point blowout-, 44-26. From
ther,e UNH made several runs
cutting the lead to as many as
six, 64 -58, capped by an Andy
Johnston (23 points) 3-point
launch at 3:51.
After this though Colgate
exhausted all New Hampshire
hopes _by storming the foul line.
The lowly squad from New ,
York hit 9 of 12 free shots after
the Johnston hurl. Thus the

Wildcats had lost another from
happy."
the line.
_
Seni<H w.eightman E d
UNH guard Counts comMcCabe took the spotlight, as
mented on the subject of the free
he has so many times thi s
throw spot. "We keep putting
season. M cCabe took first place
teams there, "· said the sophoin the shot put with a heave of
more starter. "They're making
55' 8 J /2 ~' making him the best
a better percentage of them ( the
weight man in aJI . of New
shots)."
England. He. also took top
· Counts added that one of the
honors in the 35 -16. weight with
keys to beating Northeastern
a throw of 62' 5 1/2". Freshman
tonight wil.l be "not putting
Greg Taylor finished sixth and
them to the foul line." He feels
sophomore Dave Weisser came
that playing NU in the first
in seventh, but both should not
round isn't all that terrible
be disappointed. "They're both
explaining that he and his mates
young guys," said Boulanger.
have "nothing at all to lose."
- "It was a good experience for
Furthermore Derek ca.n see the
them, competing against the
Huskies as being a bit nervous.
best in New England. They'll
He believes that the conferenhav.e their da_y. '' Senior Dan
ce's best are "not looking forHeath came in fifth in the 35ward to playing us and our 1. lb. weight throw .
.
3-_l zone matchup." Counts then
It was a day fo savor the
went on to interpret Coach
performances turned in. "The
Friel's advice to his team as
whole team put out a great
"play as hard as you can. "
effort;" said Boulanger. "EveThe team may have counterybody that made the trip made
racted with their own advice for
the semi-'finals or the finals."
Friel by reminding the 18-year
Sophomore Darrel Covell set
coach to bring his boxing gloves.
a school record in finishing
NU's coach Fogel had a spot of
second in the 500 with a 104.47.
bad luck with a conference coach
Both he affd McCabe will be
this past Saturday. He and
making the trip to the ICAAAA
Boston University's lead man,
Championships at Harvard this
Mike Jarvis, flew off their
weekend.
respective h_a ndles and benches If the UNH hoop team falls tonight against Northeastern,
Fre ; hman Alvin Ross ·garand then at each other while they won't be getting back up until the beginning of next
nered fifth place in the 55 meter
their squads mixed it up.
.
season-. (Craig Parker photo)
·
· . dash with a time of 6.55, and
Presently UNH -NU m'atMike Wellington was fourth in
chu ps are a big thing. The , - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - the pentathlon.
·
women's hoop team will emMcCabe won the right to
broilwiththeHuskiesWednes_
compete in the prestigious
day night in early playoff action.
NCAA Championships March
Last night the men's hockey .
13-14 in Oklahoma City. "He'll
team battled it out with the same
C
fl
OUn
fly there on Friday the 12th and
dogs with one final playoff spot
he'll be competing Saturday at
at stake. But ton1ght ... the men's
around 3:30 in the aftergnon,"
By
Rick
Kampersal
hoop team hopes to .make things
lands. " The sixth place finish said Boulanger. ''.It's satisfying
The UNH men's track team was the best we've had here after all the work that he has
happen with probably the most
memorable upset of their his - came in an impressive sixth thi~ since 1968," -said Coach Jim put into it." Boulanger will make
tory.
past weekend at the New ~ng- Boulanger. "We're all very -the trip as well.
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